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The College Life section highlights
White College's Drag Queen Contest on Tuesday night.
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Foundation announces record-breaking assets
by Adam L. Mathis
Assistant News Editor

University President F. King Alexander
announced Saturday a financial growth in
Murray State which, as he said, would have
been "unthinkable" I 0 years ago.
Murray State University Foundation
assets have accured more than $51.3 million, breaking $50 million for the first time,
Alexander said at a joint meeting of the
boards of governors and trustees.

"These resources ... give us the opportunity to provide opportunities, to keep our
costs low and provide high-quality education in an environment that is increasingly
difficult to do so,'' Alexander said.
He also said approximately 90 percent of
the endowments go toward aiding University scholarships.
"I can't tell you how many thousands of
scholarships and dollars of support that it
has provided for students that come from
all over the state of Kentucky and the

nation," Alexander said.
This places the University, according to
a Murray State News Bureau press release,
founh for endowments among public
regional universities in Missouri, Illinois,
Indiana, Tennessee and Kentucky.
The universities of Louisville and Kentucky and Western Kentucky University
ranked higher, while Southern Ulinois and
Illinois State universities trailed Murray
State.
"We're proud of these numbers, and I

Basketball arena
Reed
-----.
gets face-lift,
new weight room

think that they're even more important for
us to take a look at where we are comparatively with other institutions, in many cases
that have 25,000 and 27,000 students such
as SIU and Illinois State," he said.
This represents a turnaround for Murray
State's endowment assets which totaled
approximately $16 million in 1994.
Jim Carter, vice president of Institutional Development and Alumni Affairs, said
University officials try to acquire donations through face-to-face meetings and

expressing certain needs of Murray State to
potential donors. The bulk of the donations
come in larger amounts.
Alexander said as state officials begin to
redefine how they finance public universities, these endowment assets will become
increasingly important.
Said Alexander: "These resources
(endowment assets) make up the margin of
excellence."

To see the endowment amounts from previous years, visit www.tht>news.org.

wins presidency

by Vanessa Chllders
Editor in Chief

,_

• The recently launched renovation of Murray State's basketball
program will improve the facilities used at the Regional Special
Events Center and increase convenience for its athletes.
"When the project is finished, we'll have as good a locker room
as any program in the country," men's basketball Head Coach Mick
Cronin said.
He said while the renovation project is not complete, the layout
of the upgraded facilities will improve the basketball program and
facilities.
The project plans show the new locker room with two sections,
Cronin said. In one section, players wi ll have a dressing area with
their personal lockers, and the second room will be a viewing area
with a 65·inch screen television and leather couches where players
view game footage and coaches will meet with prospective recruits.
Cronin said all funding for the renovation project was collected
through private contributions from boosters and donors.
''Thio; whole project is set up to upgrade our facilities and the program," he said. "This project signifies the support we have for our
program. It also shows the support our advertisers and sponsors
have to improve its future ."•
Cronin said the project includes an improved locker room, a new
weight room and an updated computer system for footage editing,
which was installed in the fall of 2003.
''The Pinnacle Computer System Editing Program was the first
phase of the renovatiol},'' Cronin said. "It helps us edit game film
that is used for coaching and recruiting."
The weight room will have equipment specially designed for the
weight training needs of basketball players. Both the men and
women's teams will have access to the locker room.
Small forward Shawn Witherspoon said he thinktthe renovation
project will help recruit basketball players to Murray State.
''The only thing we're not going to have is a high, major name
clac;sification as far as the school,'' Witherspoon, sophomore from
Orlando. Fla., said. "We're going to have everything."
Witherspoon said he was most excited about the new weight
room because it will be easier to access for men and women's team
members.
For many years, the basketball teams have shared weight-training facilities at Roy Stewart Stadium with all University sports
teams.
·•Now we have to go and check with one person and then another just to make sure we can lift weights at a certain time," Witherspoon said.
Women's team guard Rebecca Remington said the recent
improvements for the women's faci lities are great, and she is looking forward to the new weight-training room.
"I'm just really excited to have that facility in the RSEC." Remington, junior from Scandinavia, Wis., said ...It's more convenient
for all of us to have it in the RSEC."
She said stadium seating, a projector for game footage and new
~ouches were added to the women's locker room throughout the
season.
Assistant Athletic Director Kenny Roth said some state funds
were used to update the women's fac ilities, but more than $150,000
was donated to renovate the men's.
The Murray Bank made a large donation to the project. which
gave it naming rights for the renovated men's locker room. Once
completed, it will be named The Murray Bank Locker Room.
"A special group of donors came together with an idea to update
our program and to help keep it competitive nationally,'' Roth said.
Completion for the program renovations is scheduled for June
30.

photos by Rashod Taylor/The News

Student Government Association President-elect .Jessica Reed (center), senior from Gilbertsville, celebrates her victory witb some of
her Alpha G amma Delta Sorority sisters Wednesday afternoon in the Currls Center.

by Vanessa Chllders
Editor in ehief

At noon Wet.lnesday, several students gathered in
the Curri\ Center to hear ihe announcement of the
new Student Government Association executive
officers and senators.
Jessica Reed, senior from Gilbertsville, won the
SGA presidential election with 472 votes, be;~ting
out candidates Chad Hall. Mru'feze Hammonds and
SGA President Josh Rose.
''I am going to serve the student body as
promised,'' she said after learning of her victory. "I
want to find out what the students' needs are, and
find out what makes them tick."
Reed said she was pleased ull four candidates rnn
a clean. $mOOth campaign .
"I'm really pleased with the overall election," ~he
said. ''I' m thankful for all those who voted."
Reed will ofticially replace Rose us president ilt
the SGA meeting Wednesday. when Rose hands the
gavel over to her. She will not become the student
regent on the Board of Regents until July I.
Hall, junior from Russellville, said he looks forward to working with Reed and SGA next year.

"(Jessica) hac; already networked and has relationships with the administration, and that's what it
takes," Hall said. ''You' ve got to be able to work
with the administration for the students."
Reed said her aunt, Marilyn Reed Buchanon,
serves on the Board of Regents, and, according to
the 2002 edition of the Murray State Factbook.
Buchanon's term expires in 2008.
Hall said he still plans to be involved at Murray
State as an agriculture ambassador and will welcome any other leadership opportunities.
He said he was disappointed with the low voter
turnout for the elections.
"For me. 1 wa<; very satisfied with the votes I got,
but for the University as a whole.
there wa'>n't a
very
good
turnou t
with

MarTeze Hammonds (right), senior from
Murray, one of four candidates vying for
the SGA presidency, hugs Reed after the
election announcements.

only 11 percent or so voting out of the IO,<XXl student-;," he said.
Hammonds, senior from MUJTay, said although
he did not win the presidency, he still plans to
remain involved on campus.
"I believe that God does everything for a reason,
and He has it in His plans for (Jessica) to be SGA
president, so I'm not going to touch that," he said.
"She' ll do a gcxxljob as long as she remembers the
things she said in her campaigning."
Hammonds, who was recently named Alpha Phi
Alpha Fraternity's Mid-West Regional Brother of
the Year, said despite his loss. he will continue to
Jive life to the fullest.
"I'm still going to strive to achieve everything I
can," he said. "I plan on being MarTeze. I plan on
still being;ne."
Hammonds will compete for the national APA
Brother of the Year title in Philadelphia in early
August.
Rose. graduate student from Kinmundy, Ill., said
he was disappointed with the voter turnout for this
year's election.
He said 1559 student!! voted in last year's SGA
elections. but, despite holding two candidate debates
and increased advertising, only 1510 voted this year.
"I don't know what to say," Rose said. ''I just
don't understand how that is."

see nEcnONS I 3

'Shack City' kickstarts Habitat
by Carrie Pond
Contributing Writer

Matta Barnard/The News

Edwin King (left), sophomor e from Calhoun, and Mary Underwood,
junior from Louisville, assemble their 'shack' Tuesday in the Quad.

Despite the inclement weather Tue~day and
Wednesday, Habitat for Humanity' s Shack
City wen\ on with little trouble.
Shack City was the first big project for the
campus organi7lltion, said Habitat president
Lesli White.
•·we (were) trying to (develop) a really big
project to raise awareness." White. and junior
from Paducah, said, ''What better way (to be
recogni1ed) than to sleep on the Quad for two
nights']"
She said almost 30 teams were expected for
the first night of Shack City, which began on
Tuesday. Each team consisted of four members, and the fee for panicipation was $40 a
team. The .students plan to use this money to

eventually build their own house. funded
completely by the campus chapter.
"We're going 10 really try to be homeless,"
White said. "The University Christian Center
is having a soup kitchen for us (Tuesday
night), .so we won' t go hungry."
White said she was pleasec.l with the large
response the organization ha~ received from
the students.
"We're 150 members strong right now,"
White said . "I am excited by this turnout."
This is just a really fun way to get students
involved," she continued. "It's a creative way
to raise money and let people know (about
our organization)."
Using only duct tape and cardboard, the
Shack City panicipants built their resting
places for Tuesday and Wednesday night.
·•we have so· many creative ideas," White

said. "It's funny to see what people came up
with (using) only duct tape and cardboard."
She dubbed Ben Brumley, freshman from
Murray, "the Ty Pennington of cardboard."
"It's a challenge to build houses out of
cardboard,'' Brumley said. "You quickly
learn that you can fix anything with duct
tape."
Brumley decided to get involved in Shack
City because of his love for the outdoors and
community service.
"1 like helping others," he said, "I' ll do
anything lo get outside and help people raise
mqney."
Tyler Powell, sophomore from Erin. Tenn.,
said the construction aspect of Habitat for
Humanity really drew him in .

see'HABITAT/ 3
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•Police Beat
Thunday, April 15
3:50 a.m. A caller from College
Courts requested a security
check. The responding officer
reported the wind was causing
tree limbs to strike the roof.
Central plant was notified.
6:01 p.m. A caller from Springer
College reported a missing
watch. A theft report was taken
and the incident is under investigation.
8:36 p.m. A caller reported an
older male loitering near the
front entrance of the Curris Center. An officer investigated and
found the subject was a Murray
State employee who stopped to
smoke.

Rashod Taylor/The News

Laura Countes, freshman from Cottage Grove, Tenn., places hot dogs into a pan held by Ryan
Frommherz, junior from Paris, Tenn., for the 18th annual Dog Day, which was hosted by the
Non-Traditional Student O rganization on Tuesday when free drinks and hot dogs were served.

Women's center holds seminars, class
to help Improve romantic relationships
Murray State's Women Center will hold the
third annual Marriage Jubilee seminars and Dating 101 and Beyond class May 1 at the Curris Center.
Registration for the seminar begins at 9 a.m. and
the first session lasts from 9:30 to11:45 a.m. The
S<'Cond session lasts frOIJl 1 to 4 p.m. Registration
for the class lasts from 11 a.m. to noon.
For more information, phone the Women's Cen·
ter at 762-3140.

Murny State Newman House to hold
yard sale at St. Leo Church parking lot
Newman House Catholic Campus Ministry will
hold a yard sale beginning at 6 a.m. Saturday in
the St. leo Church parking lot on Payne Street.
The sale will be held regardless of rain.
for more information, phone Mary Kathryn
Cash at 762-4011 .

Teaching, learning round-table talks
to feature Oxford, Cambridge tips
The first Round-table Discussions on Teaching
and learning at Murray State will be held at noon
Wednesday in the Curris Center Mississippi
Room. The discussion is co-chaired by Roger M.
Weis and James "Corky" Broughton and will
includ~ tips frp~ <;ql!~agu~ at. ~ford apd Cam·

Friday, April 16
12:02 a.m. Four male subjects in
the mall area were throwing
trash. The responding officer
issued a verbal warning and told
them to pick up the trash and
p lace it in a trash bin.
5:43 a.m. A caller reported a bird
in the first floor kitchen of Elizabeth College. The responding
officer caphued the bird.
2:13 p.m. The responding officer
spoke with Winslow Cafeteria
management about an incident
which occurred earlier. A report
was taken.

bridge universities. lunch will be served and the
event is free for the first 25 faculty members who
regis ter.
For more information, phone Weis at 762-3808
or e-mail at roger.weis@murraystate.edu.

Spanish class trade fair showcases
proficiency, skills with presentations
The Spanish for the Working World class will
participate in a trade fair at 12:30 p.m. Friday in
Room 400 of Faculty Hall. The students will be
judged on their oral proficiency as well as the
work presented. Guests are invited to attend.
For more information, phone leon Bondevin at
762-4525.

Saturday, Aprfl17
5:23 a.m. A caller from Hart ColJege requested a bird be removed
from the building. An officer
removed the bird.
3:21 p.m. A fire alarm activation
was reported in the Lowry Center basement along with the
smell of smoke. Six people were
evacuated. Central Plant and
Murray Police Department were
notified. Mu rray Fire Department arrived at 3:25 p.m. and
found nothing.
3:45 p.m. A caller reported a fire
extinguisher had been used at the
Regional Special Events Center
anc;l the contents were on the

PI Sigma Alpha hosts panel discussion
on agriculure, politics in Kentucky
Pi Sigma Alpha is sponsoring "Agriculture and
Politics in Kentucky" at 11 a.m. April 30 in Wrather
Museum. The panel will include Brian Furnish,
from the Kentucky Agriculture Commission, Rep.
Buddy Buckingham, R-Murray, Bill Payne, profes·
sor of economics/agriculture and Will Ed Oark,
chairman of the Kentucky Tobacco Research Board.
For more information, phone Gene Garfield at
7p2-2692.

"
Campus Britjly is compiled lly Adam L. Mathis,
n,s$istant news editor.

The "It's My Life" ad insert has a misprint on page 9. Third paragraph, first
sentence of "ReprOductive Racism"
should read: ~oespite claims that
Margaret Saner was not a racist or an
anti·Semite, the fact remains that 'she
openly welcomed the worst elements of
both into the birth control movement."'
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1 008 C h estnut S t .
For Showtimes. Phone:
153-3314
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SHOW YOUR MSU I.D. ON MON. · THURS.

PICNIC LANE
WHAT: $5 BBQ Plata lUnch which Includes
chips, drink and a dessen to benern

MURRAY MAINSTREO YOUTH CENTER
WHEN: Aprll23 from 11 a.m. -3 p.m.

Mu~~:~E~~~~ ~~~um-

"H o /1

MrMES TD &II~
1 0 08 C h estnut St.

RENT YOUR MOVIES AT THE MOVIES
2 IU N I \I .._ I 0 n '\ -1
l\lON.

fttliH .....

FOR VIDEO INFORMATION
PHONE 753-8084

ood C omes to Murra

CAMP WOW~);~
LOOKING FOR I

S~MER

JOB?

Waat to stay Ia MID'..ay?
Eajoy wo..klag with kids?
Weekeads off!
Thea Ca~np WOW is fo.. you!

WHERE: MSU Quad
lUnder Waterfield Ubrary ua•er-11111 uralllnl1

C-amp WOW i6 no.,. hiring G.~~ra\ l.oun&don., Arc.mrt
ln&truc.tor, Food ~rviu v~nonn~\, !.ha\\~ng~ l.our&e/
~p~& l.our" '5pu.ia\i&t, F-ii\~ ln&truc.tor, Voo\ Diru.tor
(W'51), and £MT/ t\n\th C-ar~ l.oordinator.

'First 200 lunches include a free 'frisbee!

Some benefits you will receive as an
employee of Camp WOW are:
b. £-.,.p~ri~nt~ aod tz.uum~ qua\ifitation
b. frc.c. lZ-oom and &oard for the. c.ntirc. &ummc.r,

intluding ~u~nd& (\aundf1
fati\itic.& avai\ab\c.)
b. f ru tc.rtific.ation& in fir&t Aid, C."PtZ.
and Ufc.guarding
b. Dc.vc.\op \a&ting fric.ndthip&

ceome join the 3Upba Sigs
and other campus organizations!

Sunday, April 18
10:42 a.m. The residence director
of Springer College reported
vomit outside of the entrance.
Central Plant was notified.
6:42 p.m. A caller reported a
noise disturbance coming from
the basketball courts by Springer
College. Subjects were having a
cook out and agreed to tum the
music down and move their
vehicles off the grass at the offi.
cer's request. A warning was
given.
10:05 p.m. A caller from Roy
Stewart Stadium reported to
Murray Police Department that a
car was being driven around
parked cars. The subject advised
she was trying to learn to drive a
manual transmission.

Monday, Aprfl19

Tuesday, April 20
1:24 p.m. An officer reported
subjects throwing water baJJoons
in front of Winslow Cafeteria.
Subjects were advised to stop.
1:47 p .m. An officer reported a
zone sign near the Industry and
Technology Center pushed onto
the ground. Facilities Management was notified.
8:38 p.m. A caller advised housing staff was having problems
with subjects using water guns
and throwing water balloons
from cars. A report was taken.

Wednesday, April21
2:15 p.m. A caller from the
Equine Center reported a subject
walking a dog without a leash.
The subject was not on University grounds upon officer arrival.
6:11 p.m. A female subject was
reported locked behind the gates
at Miller Golf Course. An officer
directed her around the gate.
10:39 p.m. Justin McNess, 22,
from Dover, Tenn., was arrested
at Waldrop Drive for driving
under the influence.

10:57 a.m. James Mack, 36, from
Mayfield, was arrested on a DUI
when his car was pulled over on
14th and Main streets.
11:43 a.m. Facilities Management reported a subject trapped
in an elevator. The subject was
gone on officer's arrival. Facili- Motorist assists - 5
ties Management was notified.
Racer escorts - 1
6:37 p .m. A student worker at Arrests-2
Hart College computer lab
reported a rock was thrown Police Beat is compiled by Adam
through a window. A report L. Mathis, assistant news editor,
was taken, and the incident is from materials provided by Public
under investigation. Central Safety. For a complete listit~g, see
Plant was notified.
unuw.thenews.org.

Musicians Wanted

- U -·,:::, ....

3\lpha Sigma ~lpha

a

9:09 p.m. A caller reported several male subjects in front of
Fast Track were spraying individuals with water guns. An
officer advised the subjects to
quit and move elsewhere.
10:59 p .m. A caller from College
Courts reported a man and
woman
fjghting.
Subjects
advised there was no fight but
were yelling from one apartment to the other. A report was
taken.

Guitar, Boss, and Drum players needed to plc;ry In a roc!( bond that
will be showcasing for major lobles and publishing companies in
LA including: VIRGIN. UNIVERSAL. AMERICAN. EMI & CHRYSALIS.

e:..~.w.~~~:.

i51-0S51.} • Downtown Court SlJU.Ul' • -ll6 !\1,1in St.

floor of Lobby B. The fire extinguisher could not be located by
the officer. A report was taken.
8:42 p.m. An officer checked on
two juveniles in front of Pogue
Library in a bush. Everything
appeared normal.
10:18 p.m. The residence director
of Elizabeth College reported an
individual, who was previously
banned from campus was in the
building. The subject had not
been served with ban letter. An
officer served the letter and told
the subject to leave campus.

tt

For more information call (270) 753-2319 ud
ask for Colleen "Dinker" Jladerson or visit oar
website at -.campwow.net.
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ELECTIONS:

Residential College Association announces president

From Page 1

After being turned down for a Washington D.C.-ba<;ed
internship Monday, being notified he did not receive a residence director position Tuesday and losing the SGA elections Wednesday, Rose said it has been a tough week but still
plans to remain involved at Murray State.
"lfo; kind of like going to Plan B," he said. "I'm sure I'll
find something to do. I just haven't really had time to think
about it."
Nick Garvin was named SGA vice president · with 8 I8
vote.s.
Garvin, senior from Murray. ran for the position last year
against SGA Vice President Nick Rexing and decided,
despite last year's loss. to run again,
"Nick did a very good job in the office," Garvin said.
"Hey, Abraham Lincoln lost 16 times before he won."
Garvin said his plans for the the vice presidency include
increasing student involvement and displaying students' talents.
''If's not just about getting more student'> to come to the
concerts, but l want them to be showcasing their talents and
abilities a.-; well," he said. "We need to .~howcase our students before anything else."
Man Knopp, who contested Garvin for the vice presidency, said he was disappointed with the low voter turnout, but
will remain involvt:d on campu~.
'Til prob:tbly try to work in the School Relations Office,
and next year I'll continue to be a student ambassador,"
Knopp, junior from Louisvtlle, snid. 'Til prob!lbly try to get
involved in other organizations next year as well.''
Meagan Rogers, sophomore from Murray, defeated Jodi

Martin, senior from Marion, for the SGA secretary position
with 766 votes.
.
Scott Ellison. sophomore from Belleville, lll .. was uncon·
tested for the treasurer position.
The Residential College Association also announced it<;
new executive officers for the 2004-05 academic year
Wednesday.
Jessica Linenfelser, junior from Highland, ill., won the
RCA presidency with 267 votes.
Linenfelser. wbo serves as the RCA vice president. said
she was shocked when she heard her name called.
"It's an honor to be elected," she said. "It really is."
Linenfelser said her goals for improving RCA include:
increasing pride among the residential colleges, promoting
intercollegiate activities like the Hester/Elizabeth Prom and
trying to mise student involvement in the organization.
"I'd also like to strengthen the bond between RCA, SGA
and the National Residence Hall Honorary," she said.
Amber DuVentre, who· r!ln against Linenfelser for the
position, said she believes in the residential college model
and the sense of community it ha~.
'
"I ran because I thought I posse.<;.'>e<f several qualities that
could help make RCA a better organi1J1tion," DuVentre,
sophomore from Jackson. Tenn., said.
DuVentre said although she did not win the RCA presidency, her involvement on campus will not decrease.
The RCA vice president and secretary positions were
uncontested.
Official election results are posted on the door of the SGA
office on the first tloor of the Curris Center.

by Melissa Kilcoyne
.N'ews Editor

rree newspapers will be available to students
next semester as part of the Collegiate Readership Program created by USA Today.
. Last Wednesday, the Student Government
Association pa-;sed !l resolution !(l partner with
USA Today and strive to increase student reading.
"USA Today realizes a lot of students on this
campus walk around ... with little money in their
pockets and reading a newspaper is ideal, but
spending money everyday to get a newspaper is
not their top priority;· said SGA President Josh
Rose.
'llte University first looked into joining the
program lwo years ago, but at the time. it was
based in the residential colleges, and money was
a significunt concern at the time. Rose said.

The new proposal will be campuswide, with
newspaper bins first installed at Winslow and
the Curris Center. Murray State follows Western
Kentud.")' University, which joined the program
this year.
"It'.s another way of showing students how
student government can give students opponunities to do things," Rose said. "Our main role is
to get students involved on campus and a secondary goal is to also create a good environment
for continuing education."
Rose said he hopes the program will enhance
student teaming by making it easier for them to
read more often and apply what they learn to
classes.
Brandi 'Duncan, junior from Greenville, said
she thinks the program will help students in
clao;ses where current events knowledge is necessary.
"J think it's a really good idea," she said. "Stu-

SULLIVAN'S
IIF'\1 c;I(\S..,•OI'F'\ \1.1. \1·. \1{

IX lloll·o.; • I 111-21111 \';ml'

PuBLIC WELCOME
Ewclll'nt Fur Uq.:innin:.,: (;ull'l'r-.!

GOLF LESSONS: $20 - PGA Pro Lynn SuDivan
SO¢ Off L8 Holes (Exp. 5/31104)

(472)

Josh Rose

(375)

MarTeze Hammonds

{353)

Chad Hall

(292)

Nick Garvin

(818)

Matt Knopp

(570)

Meagan Rogers

(766)

Jodi Martin

(598)

Rashod Taylor/The News

Susan Greene (left), junior from Memphis, congratulates Reed on her victory in the SGA electi~n s. Greene
was one of several students who attended the announcement of the executive board and senate positions.

Association passes resolution
Program provides f ree newspapers

Jessica Reed

dents can grab them when they have spare time
and read them while waiting for classes."
The partnership will begin with a pilot program. USA Today representatives will survey
students on how much they read and what
papers they would like to see on campus. After
four weeks of USA Today providing papers,
they will survey ~;tudents again and compare the
results.
During the first four wee~. USA Today will
provide free papers, and then SGA and other
organizations or departments will cover the
costs. Rose S:tid students will most likely swipe
their Racercards to get a paper out of a bin, but
logistics of the process have yet to be finalized.
"We wil1 be creative with the costs, but SGA
will cover the majority of it," Rose said. "Also
we'll try to get other organi1.ations to sponsor a
rack. and they can promote activities."
According to USA Today, the Collegiate
Readership Program began at Pennsylva~ia
State University in 1997 and ha~ since spread to
more than 250 colleges and univer.;ities.

Scott Ellison
All winners are In bold.

HABITAT:

Rainy weather causes
students to reconstruct
From Page 1
"My dad owns a construction
company. and I worked for him for
six years," Powell said, ''I'm a civil
engineering major. so it's something I really want to get into."
Powell said he thought Habitat
was a really good service organization, and he thought Shack City
would be fun.
.
After the rainy weather on
Wednesday, the participants were
forced to rebuild their cardboard
homes and air out their sleeping
bags. The rain might have dampened their sleeping bags, but it did
not dampen the group's spirit.

''(The rain) hasn't really affected
us terribly," White said. "Everybody stayed the whole night and
stuck it out."
Wednesday night's cookout was
moved to the Industry and Technology Center, and White said she
was not worried about the rain.
"We're just going to try to keep
going," she said.
White said she is extremely
grateful to everyone who helped
with Shack City.
"They really helped me out
lot." White said. "I hope we have
an even better tum out next year."

PAR 3 GOLF & SPORTS CENTER
18 Holes •.•••.•....•......$5
Weekends & Holidays ••.•.... $8
Golf Carts, 18 Holes •.•.•.•.. $7
Driving Range ......•.....$2.25
Miniature Golf .•.••..•......$2
Baseball & Softball Cages ...$0.50

We Offer Junior Rates!
1647 N. 16th Sl • Murray, KY • 7SJ.ll52
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Bookstore

"Congratufation Seniors!"
MSU STUDENTS
20%

I~

OFF ANY 1 FULL PRICE ITEM IN STORE.

Goon THRouGH MAY 8, 2004

.
--------------•

LIMIT 1 COUPON PER CUSTOMER.
(bring in coupon)

• 5th a nd }Vlai n • ~53-1622 • www.newllfe·boolcstore.com

Bachelor Auction
---April 23, 2004

Ten bachelors to be auctioned! Fantastic date packages!
Cocktails at 6:oo p.m. • Dinner 6:30 p.m.
AUCTION TO FOLLOW
Host: Congressman Ed Whitfield

DINNER & AUCTION
Adults $20
Students $10
AUCTION ONLY
Adults $10
Students $5

SPONSORED BY:
~

~.
mp1
Murray Paving Inc.

~Swift

:liiiiiJ Roofing
..
Purchase tickets at the Murray Main Street office in the downtown

Union Planters building or The Student Government Office at MSU.

For infor mation phone 759-9474

Get your ad in the

CAP &GOWN 2004
aspecial graduation publication
of TheMurray State News.
Bring your ad to
111Wilson Hall
by noon Mon., April26.
Talk to your sales rep or call
762-4478 to reserve space.
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Bottles, butts meditate in Zen garden
The staff editorial is the majority opinion
of the editorial board of "The Murray
State News. '' The editorial board is comT HE ZEN prised of all section editors.

Our View
ISSUE:

GARDEN,
LOCATED IN THE

When do you
start studying
for final exams?
"I try to a week
in advance,
and 1 end up
studying the night
before."

COURTYARD AREA
OF THE D OYLE
FINE ARTS BUILDING, IS IN A STATE
OF DISREPAIR,
UTIERED WITH
TRASH, BOTILES
AND CIGARElTE

suns.

seniOI, Salt Lake City

VISITORS TO THIS
AREA SHOULD
TAKE MORE
RESPONSIBILITY

"The weekend
before."

FOR CAMPUS
APPEARANCE BY
PROPERLY
DISPOSING OF
TRASH.

Mary Beth Head
juniOr. Salem

ADDITIONALLY,
THE GARDEN'S
AMENITIES ARE IN
NEED OF UPKEEP.

\'le.l.f

th. ...

to

\Q.tStrf
f~ch ha\e.·

aha
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"At least
a week ahead
of time."

Professor rebuts commentary
To the editor:

Brandi Leach
junior, Glibertsvllle

''The day before,
or sometimes,
almost never."

Oewayoc

l"ha\t... bo\c\ •••

thinj.

POSITION:

Peggy Stephenson

There are certain areas that serve as
havQI'ls for students on every university
campus - whether it is a cozy comer in the
week •
library, the shade of a tree in the Quad or a
t~r~0~
\'"
3o\ 1\~ to 't f'(
special bench off the beaten path.
At Murray State. one such haven has
and. e.,.h~\e.
recently become less of a quiet sanctuary
~~·~~ \ \iKe
and more of an open trash receptacle and a
~ir. , ~\: th~s ·
tal\ ''~o~a
scene of disrepair. The Zen garden, located
in the courtyard area of the Doyle Fine
+\me:
'<a~er
Arts building, is littered with cigarette
butts, papers. beverage bottles and other
(\
'"
be.au\\f~\
trash.
Beyond litter, the seating area in the garden has broken planks. and the metal
wheelchair ramp to the deck is badly rusted. Tree limbs lay in the walking path, broken off from nearby trees. In the rock-covered portion of the garden. the rubber lining is poking through the stones, revealing
frayed edges. Though these problems are
not necessarily student-caused, students
could still play an important role in revital1 ..
ization.
Many students whose class schedules do ._.______..__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___.
not require them to venture into this area of
How hard is it to pick up trash after versity unique.
Attending classes on a campus full of
campus may not know this garden exists, oneself and locate a trash can? When we
but clearly enough do for it to be in such a fail to exercise the skills of cleanliness identical buildings would be a boring way
disreputable state.
we learned in grade school, we create a to complete one's college career. If we con·
Students and, for. that matter, all those living ashtray in which no one would tinue to disregard havens like the Zen garwho walk through this area, should respect desire to be. Quaint spots like this garden den, then we are making it clear that is prethe space and use trash bins for their waste. make Murray State and each college or uni- cisely what we want.

Esson

freshman, Stone Mountain,
Ga.

Katie Wiles/The News
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.-In Laura Ewald's column last week. she
noted that Amunya Sen is a Pulitzer Prize
winner, and went on to comment that the
priu committee has a history of leaning left
in its selections. While her allegations about
the committee may be true, what is mo!'t
important is Sen has been awarded a much
more prestigious award: the Nobel Prize in
Economics. What makes this award so prestigious is that over the years it ha'i been
gr.mted to perceived liberal and conservative economists including Milton Fric:Jman
and Gary Becker {conservatives) as well us
Kenneth Arrow und Amartya Sen (liberals).
Ewald also reports the gnp between men
and women's earnings can be partially
explained by differences in education, job
tenure and number of children. When these
factors are accounted for, the earnings "gap
diminishes to between five or 10 cents."
While I think she means percent and while I
agree with the findings she reports, what she
does not seem to recognize is the reason
these differences exist is because of discnmination in areas other than the labor market.
For example, why have there historically
been gaps in the educational levels of men
and women? Why don't children in the family decrease men's earnings as it does for
women? In addition, if there is still occupational discrimination (for example, women
with college degrees are more likely than
men to work in occupations such as nursing
and teaching which pay lower salaries) the
rate of return to education is less for women
than for men, can we say controlling for education means we are completely controlling
for non·labor market effects? Most public
policy analystc; would say "no."
What I'm trying to indic~te is that most
analySfS think labor market discrimination is
still a major problem. For instance. while the
law does not allow companies to ao;k about
marital status, such infonnation is often used
to discriminate against women applying for
jobs that involve a lot of on-the-job training.
The fear is that these females will quit their
jobs to relocate when their husband gets a
job somewhere outside the urea.
Martin Milkman
professor of economics and finance
Murray

Letter writer bashes Christian
religion, not author's criticisms
To the editor:
This is in response to Joe Schim.inger's
submission in the April 19 edition of "The
Murray State News.'' which slarled as a letter to the editor about the criticism Justin
Bontrager faced for his review of "The Passion." But like the review, it quickly converted to a bashing of Christianity itself,
namely the Holy Word ot God.
Schinzinger stated the Bible makes the
claim that it is the definitive word of God,
and Christians believe this merely because it
says it is.
Although the Bible claims to be the Word
of God, over 3,000 times, in fact, there is

hard evidence that proves the Bible is king Sargon. which is recorded in Isaiah.
prophetically credible, historically accurate since the name could not be found in Assyrand logically feasible to be the tangible ian records. That is, until Sargon's palace
transmission of the breath of the Living God. was uncovered in Khorsabad, Iraq. Sargon's
I hope I can convince Schirtzinger and any capture of Ashdod, the event mentioned in
other Bible-doubters that you don't have to Isaiah, was recorded on the palace walls.
commit intellectual suicide to become a
Dr. Nelson Glueck. who has been caJJed
, the greatest modem authority on Israeli
faith-assured, Bible~bCJieving Christian.
First, the notion thaV the writers of '\lle ~ogy, said: "No archeological disBible claimed to bC tnlnsmittins tpe irlfalli- Covery has ever controverted a biblical referble Word of God. That's n pretty astoun<Jing ence. Scores of archeological findings have
statement, one that today would warrant been made which confirm in clear outline or
attention from tabloids, not to mention in eltact detail historical statements in the
insane asylums. However, all 40 writers of Bible."
the Bible exude their cenainty of speaking "So a lot of people believe it" and "one can
have faith in anything." Neither of these
for the Almighty God.
It's possible they were radically unbal- arguments proves the Bible is authentic.
anced. Or perhaps they were fanatic liars Sure, it's the best selling book of all time and
who collaboroted to fabricate the ultimate has profoundly influenced the earth more
web of deception. Of course, that might have than any other artifact. but those don't really
been somewhat difficult to plan, considering prove anything, either. But faith in the Bible
the Bible was writren over a 1,600-year span is much different than belief in, say, the idea
in parts of Asia, Africa and Europe in the earth is flat, because this ''belief' proHebrew, Greek and Aramaic.
duces a life-altering response. Wherever the
I'm also curious as 10 which prophecies Bible has been taken and accepted. it has
Schinzinger was referring that read •·Jike a profoundly impacted the society into which
drunk Miss Cleo." My New King James it was brought, bringing about higher moraldescribes hundreds of clear-cut, unique ity. social change and improved living conprophecies that were meticulously fulfi lled, ditions.
More importantly. this "belief' in the
most long ilfter the writer had passed away.
For example, in Daniel 9:24-27, the scriptures changes individual lives. From my
prophet Daniel predicted Christ would come experience, the "word of life" (Philippians
as Israel's promised Savior and Prince in 2: I 6) has oonsoled me through deaths and
538 B.C.. 438 years after the Persian emper· break·ups, encouraged me during stressful
or would give the Jews authority to rebuild weeks, counseled me amidst challenging
Jerusalem. which was in ruins. (Is that spe- decisions and given me a peace and joy that
cific enough, or does it have a "somewhere. cannot be shaken. It introduced me to Jesus,
sometime, a famine or possibly an earth· who is my Savior (John 3:16), my Lord
quake will transpire" type ring to it?) This (Philippians 2:9-11 ), my Love (Ephesians
prophecy was obviously fulfi lled. to the T, 3: 17- 19), my Best Friend (Proverbs 18:24),
my Hope (I Peter 1:3), my Security (John
hundreds of years later.
More than 300 prophecies were fulfilled 10:27·30), my Deliverer (Romans 8:2), my
Peace (Psalm 29: I I), my Everything (Ephby Jesus Himself at His first coming.
Schirtzinger also said maybe if the Bible esians I:23).
I pray I may have provided Schirtzinger,
had done something impressive, like hint at
the equations of light, then perhaps it would and anyone else seeking to find truth. with
be worth further examination. Personally, I some level of the "extraordinary evidence"
deem the fact that the Bible foretold one day he seeks in order to deem the Bible worth
a virgin w!ould birth a baby who would further examination.
someday take away the sins of the world
Alicia Ray
pretty impressive (Luke 1:26-35).
But if one wants evidence of scientific junior
knowledge, the Bible does mention the Rineyville
wundness of earth (Isaiah 40:22), the Jaw of
conservation of mao;s and energy (2 Peter 'Cribs' article misrepresents
3:7), the gravitational field (Job 26:7) and
many other findings recorded far before sci- sisters' attitudes about house
entists confinned them experimentally.
So. parts of the Bible may be historically To the editor:
accurate, but that doesn't make the whole
Last Friday. an article was published in
thing true any more than The Odyssey, he
stated. I wonder if Schirtzinger could "The News" about our sorority house. It porindulge me: Exactly which parts of the Bible trayed our attitudes and feelings about our
could be proven untrue? If he can cite a his· house in a negative way. In addition, there
torically inaccurate scripture, I recommend were many misquotations and statements
he report his tindings immediately, for they taken out of context. We appreciate the
would indubitably merit him a handsome paper taking the time to let us share our
reward - he would accomplish a feat which sorority and house with the community.
However, we feel we need to clarify some
no previous archeologist in history ha'>.
Archeologists today place the Bible in a things about the article.
First, we would like to say we love our
clac;s by itself, far superior to the written
records early nations. Confmnations of the house, and the chapter truly appreciates what
biblical record's accuracy have been astro- it does for our sisterhood. We feel lucky to
be blessed with a place where we can gather
nomical over the past century.
For instance, the Hittites were once con- for meetings. sisterhood events or just to
sidered a biblical myth, until their capital and hang out. Any imperfections illustrated in
records were discovered at Bogazkoy, the article are not things we focus on.
Turkey. It was also once claimed there was Instead, we focus on what the house does for
no proof of the existence of the Assyrian our sorority.
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We would like to thank our alumnae.
advisers, Kathy Kopperud and Bill Rayburn
for making it possible for us to have this
house. We hope this clarifies our feelings.
Lauren Jones
president, Sigma Sigma Sigma

Realor clarlles scnrtty 'Cribs'
To the editor:
I read with interest the story "Nine Sigmas
share house with ghost'' in the April 16
issue. I commend Liz Smith on her comments about the friendship and sisterhood of
the Tri-Sigmas and the role having a house
plays in the bond between them. Indeed, TriSigmas. whether they live in the house or
not, generally consider it their Murray home.
I would, however, like to take issue with
some of the statements Smith reports. I anl
the alumnae housing chairman, so l am in a
good position to set the record straight.
While this may not be as entertaining as the
article itself. it's factual.
Regarding Smith's statement that the
house is not ''up to code," l would like to
point out that following the Hester College
fire, the house was outfitted with 13 hardwired, interconnected smoke alarms. In
addition, exit signs were placed above each
door and at the top of the slflirs. Each sign
also provides two bright emergency lights
that come on if there is a power failure. This
type of smoke alarm system is far above the
present code for rental housing in Murray.
Furthennore, the house has had major
rewiring, new heat and air systems, new hot
water heaters, bathroom sinks, vanities and
replacement windows installed. I'd match
our "not up to code" with any rental home
housing students around Murray. I'm a real
estate agent. so I'm very familiar with the
quality of student housing in this area.
Furthermore, while there are areas of the
house that could use an update, in the la~t
five years $20,000-$25,000 has been spent
on carpeting, plantation shutters, custombuilt media center and cabinets, restoration
of hardwood floors. new HVAC sy~tems.
new furniture, new appliances and mnny
other items. Along with the improvements
the landJord has made, I estimate a conservative figure of $50,000-$60,000 has been
spent on the house in the 19 years we have
been in it. We've purposely never replaced
the purple tub because. after all, it's our
sorority color. By the way. the "mysterious"
stains are from hair dye a Sigma spilled
while rushing to answer a phone.
As for Cameron (the ghost), the article
was the first I had ever heard about him. I
guess if he sticks around, I'll have to start
charging him rent.
Kathy Kopperud
Sigma Sigma Sigma Housing Chairman
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Inequities begin with underwear 'Persist' hits
cutting-room
floor; MSU
mourns loss
In My

Opinion

ELIZABETH

CAWEIN
u

...THROW
OUT YOUR
THONGS AND
END UNDERWEAR
OPPRESSION.
W EAR YOUR

PANTY LINES
WITH PRIDE."

When you were a kid. you ran around without them on.
In your early teen years, you were mortified
at their very mention and shuddered at the
thought that your mother was purchasing them
for you in a public place. As you matured. they
became less of an issue - merely the first thing
you put on while getting dressed.
The item in question, ac; you have surely
deduced by now, is underwear. These unassuming undergannents, I argue, are a major
stumbling block in the race for equality
between the sexes. My principal complaint?
The thong.
My issue boils down to one simple question:
Why do women subject themselves to such
pain and discomfort. all in the name of an invisible panty line?
As children we would have been appalled at
such a concept. We spent so much time pulling
at straps, readjusting ties and clips and yanking
up or down on skirts and dresses that the very
idea of putting a strip of fabric between OUT
cheeks would have sent us running for the hills.
So why do we embrace this fashion trend
now? Logic would tell us that as we grow older
and become more mature, we would understand the implications of such a garment. We
lipend so much time in our lives attempting to
rid ourselves of the dreaded "wedgie;· and yet
now we purchase underwear which gives us
one permanently.
Furthermore, the entire idea of needing to

hide one's panty line goes against a principle
learned by females in om early stages of social
development, the unspoken code which tells us
that girls who don't wear underwear are
"loose" or "easy.'' Yet here we are, bound and
determined to look as though we are flying free
and easy underneath our skirts.
Moreover, if the entire part of this ridiculous
piece of underclothing is to give the illusion we
are not wearing any, why do some of the more
''fashion forward" women insist on leaving the
top of the thong hanging out above the back of
their jeans for all the world to see their sparkly
pink butt floss?
Perhaps if a woman chose to do this entirely
of her own accord, it wouldn't resonate so
deeply within my own personal convictions. 1
might be inclined to believe her a bit crazy, but
to each her own. 1lle problem I genuinely have
with all of this underwear business is the reason
females do it all comes down to sexual attraction.
In all honesty, most everything females do
can be equated to attempting to achieve the
highest level of sexual attractiveness. We wear
~-up (clogging our pores with goop and
smearing our eyelashes with bat guano), put on
panty hose (talk about the constant need for
adjustment), walk around in high heels (those
calves look toned even if your feet feel like
hell) and shave our legs and numerous other
body partS, subjecting ourselves to nicks, cuts
and razor burn on an almost daily basis.

I cannot tell a lie - I most certainly participate in all of these long-standing traditions of
womanhood. Tbe thong trend, however. is one
to which I refuse to be a party.
So after we've clogged our pores, cut ourselves shaving and before we squeeze into a
pair of panty hose and scrunch our toes into
four-inch heels, we are expected to don the
thong. Yet the males of the species (though
some of them may exercise a similarly rigorous
beauty routine) can pull on some loose-fitting,
airy boxer shorts and even leave them hanging
out of the top of their jeans if they so desire,
and women are expected to fall to their knees
and beg that knight in shining annor to quench
their thirst for passion.
Excuse me while I gag.
Men wear diny shirts and tom jeans, with
boxer shorts hanging out as per usual - we call
it "the rugged look.'' We expect him to crack
open a diet soda and flex while the sun sets in
the background. A woman wears dirty clothes
and leaves her underwear hanging out, and
she's straight-up skanky. We expect her to go
take a shower.
So ladies, throw out your thongs and end
underwear oppression. Wear your panty lines
with pride. The worst thing it says about you is,
"Hey. world - I' m wearing underwear."

Eli'liJbeth Cawein is the opinion editorfor "The
Murray State News."
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Open-source software user-friendly
About a year ago, a Linux
User Group was created in PaduThe aim of the organization
Opinion cah.
was to promote open-source software to Paducah area businesses
and home computer users. Its
success can be debated, but soon
enough some of us decided to
bring the experience to Murray.
While most computer geeks
have already used open-source
software at some point, most of
us do not really know what it is.
This article is my feeble attempt
to explain.
The words "open source''
refer to the source code of a
piece of software. Software is
written in programming lanjOAN
guages such as C++, Ada95, or
0 ROGUETI
Perl. Once the source code is
written. it can be compiled on a computer and the
program can be used.
Open source means the original code of a program is available for everyone to see. and for anyone to modify at will. Certain restrictions apply, and
they are clearly stated in the different licenses that
usually accompany the software. Such licenses
include the General Public License (GPL), Sun
Industry Standards Source License (SISSL) among
many others.
While this may not be much use to those of us that
can't program, the sheer fact it is free has its advan-

In My

tages. The availability of the source code allows
multitudes of programmers to inspect the software
and better it. One of the main assets of open-source
programming is that user feedback is not only
encouraged; it is vital. The result is that open-source
software tends to be very reliable and is constantly
improved.
Another aspect of open-source software is its
price. Since no one can own the rights of opensource software, such software cannot be legally
sold. Companies that market open-source software
usually reap their benefits from providing support
or packages (boxed CO-set, user manuals, combinations of software). The software often ends up free
for anyone to grab and use.
Microsoft's software, on the other hand, is closedsource. Microsoft owns the source code. and tries to
keep it secret. Their main argument is that closedsource software makes it more secure (from viruses,
or ill-intentioned hackers).
We have all witnessed the recent flood of viruses
on our campus networks. Sadly enough. most of
those viruses attacked computers running Microsoft
Windows. While this may be attributed to Windows's huge popularity, one cannot deny that Windows is far less secure than an equivalent opensource operating system. According to Dr. Nic Peeling and Dr. Julian Sachell's Analysis of the Impact
of Open-Source Software, there are "over 60,000
known viruses for Windows ... and perhaps 40 for
Linux ." The fact of the matter is simply that
Microsoft is much more likely than any other operating systems to get a virus. Dell.com sells Win-

dowsXP Home Edition for $ 189.86 while most distributions of GNU/Linux are available for free. The
price difference could be explained by the fact that
Microsoft has a quasi-monopoly in the Operating
System market thus giving them the ability to set
the market price. But $ 189.86 is about $ 189.86
more than I am willing to pay for an operating system 1500 times more likely to get a virus.
.
But adopting Linux as a primary desktop operating system has its drawbacks. Jn order to use open source software efficiently one has to relearn how to
use a completely different set of software. Almost
every program written for Windows has an equivalent written for Linux, but the use, look and feel are
almost always different. But learning, as college
students, is. what we do best. As a matter of fact, this
article was written using Openoffice.org as a word
processor and Knoppix Linux as an operating system: both are open-source and free.
The Murray Open and Free Software Organization was created with the specific purposes of teaching people how to use Linux and other open-source
applications. But it also provides software developers with a place to meet and coordinate open-source
projects.
Students and nonstudents are invited to attend the
Murray Open and Free Software Organiz.ation . You
can come to learn, and you can come to teach. Meetings are at 7 p.m. in room 454 of the Business
Building every Wednesday.

Joan Drogu~tt is a senior history mlljor from
Switzerland.

Rebecca Parmington. freshman
from Kirksey, remembers the first time
she saw it.
" I was going to the new, improved
Winslow, and when I went to pick up
my napkin, there it was," f armington
said ... At first I paid no attention w it.
but the more I wiped my mouth wi th it.
the more it became ingrained in my
brain."
Farmington was among several students who came last Wednesday night
to honor a departing friend, the " Persist: There is no ¢ in Quitting" slogan.
After the announcement Tuesday
that the slogan was to be retired. Fannington and a few other frit'nds held a
candlelight vigil on the Quad to pay
tribute to a slogan they had begun to
call friend .
"Words cannot describe how I feel
about persistence," Fannington said,
candlelight flickering across her face.
"The slogan. which seemed to follow
me everywhere I went, became an
inspiration to me."
Joey Pasadena, j unior fro m Carbondale. Ill., also attended the vigil. He said when he fllund out the
slogan was being dismissed, he climbed into a dump~ter to
retrieve an abandoned banner with the slogan on it.
"I've hung it in my room," Pasadena said . "It's to remind me
of times forgotten, and to help me understam.l my loss."
Pasadena said he looks to the slogan as an inspiration to
strive for his best.
"Persistence is such an admirable quality." he said. ''And
that little slogan has persisted through so much opposition.''
However, there are those who see the discontinuing of the
sign as a welcome change. In fact, many hope this will be an
end to the University's financial woes.
"Perhaps we can take some of the money budgeted for printing napkins. T-shirts und other paraphernalia and end the hiring freeze.'' Anita Break, university financial representative, ...,
said. "Or maybe we can get some books in the libmry dated
after 1975."
Break said the money set aside for the cost or the printing
could be used tq improve facil ities across carnpus, or hire fH(;·
ulty who know what they're doing.
"It's not like our entire fucully is sub-par," Brenk said. "But
there are individuals who could be ousted for more qualified
personnel.''
Break said the University has not ruled out fi nding a replacement slogan.
"We' d like to try ' It's not MSlT without U' or 'Educatinn is
great @ Murray State,"' she said .
Break said the University is also considering a symbol
instead of a slogan .
"We're also looking at 'The University formerly knCIWI1 as
Public Ivy,"' she said.
Realizing a symbol might not be practical . the University
may also use local features to enhance the slogan, Break said.
"We've also been tossing around ' Please don't go home
every weekend,' and ' We have a Chinese/Mexican Buffet.'"
she said. 'Those are the strongest front runners.
"Making a new slogan is always a risk, hur it's u risk the
University is willing to take," Break suid. "Although the reaction wasn' t always positive. the ' Persist' slogan served its purpose and warrants a replacement."
Although a replacement may he on the way. for some the
loss is just too tragic.
,
"Really. I have nothing to mock anymore." Melissa
Stoneberger, Berger and Fries columnist, said . •·Jf the 'Persist'
slogan goes. T won' t have anything to mock in my fake news
column.''
Stoneberger said while she isn' t completely distraught yet.
she is glad to be graduating.
"With graduation. I won' t have to keep coming up with new
ideas for stories,'' she said. "Without the ' Pers i~a· slngun. I
would have been sunk this semester."
Despite her impending graduation. Stoneberger said she was
thankful for the time .she spent with thl' ·Persist' slogan.
"It's like I was given a gem to hold for a while, and now it's
been taken away," she said.

M~lissa Stoneberger is afatLNtews columnist for "The Murray
State News. "

Semester in Re.gensburg ends in travel nightmare

by Andrew Behl
My stay in Gennany went as smoothly as
one could hope; of course some trips turned
into larger adventures than planned. but
overall it was smooth sailing.
I managed to survive the whole semester

without living one of the typical road trip
horror stories, and I was feeling cocky. 1
never would have imagined my trip home
would be my nightmare. J was a veteran
traveler for crying out loud .
My final days in Regensburg were filled
with the anticipation of my return home.
The day I was anxiously awaiting turned out
to be the biggest debacle I can remember.
The problems began a few days before I
left. Because no customers had been using
the Airport Sprinter Bus, the company
decided to stop its services between Regensburg and Munich the day before I had to
leave. Now I had to find an alternative way
to get to the Munich airpon on very short
notice.
I ended up having to catch a train at dawn,
then run to catch a bus to get there. I should
have known this was only the beginning of

my odyssey.
Once I got to the ticket desk, I handed rhe
clerk my e-ticket and was infonned that
although I had been in possession of my ticket for months. I didn' t have a seat on the
plane.
I had to wait as a standby to see if I would
even be able to catch my scheduled flight.
Luckily, 1 was able to get a seat at the last
minute- and I mean the last minute. At this
point, I was thinking I would just sit back
and relax. I would be home before I knew it.
Sleeping turned out to be out of the question. We experienced horrible turbulence for
almost the entire nine-hour flight Imagine a
300 pound gorilla is shaking the crap out of
you for nine hours nonstop, then you know
bow comfortable that flight was.
I knew the turbulence was bad when the
flight attendants looked worried. The bad

weather caused OUT flight to arrive two and a
half hours late to Washington Dulles Airport,
which in tum caused me to miss my connection to Nashville.
I was going to be rerouted through ChicH·
go. then to Nashville. By now. I knew that if
anything else bad could happen, it would . I
went to get my luggage so l could get it
rerouted as well - it looked like someone had
turned the water hose on my bags. They
were totally saturated. I was too tired to be
angry.
I sat on the plane destined for Chicago for
about two and a half hours before we took
off because of weather delays. I almost didn' t catch my connection to Nashville
because of this. This whole time. my parents
had no idea I was having travel problems. I
never had time to go to a phone because of
my tight connections.

Finally, I make it back to Nushvi llc six
hours later than I was supposed to, nnd my
luggage is missing. That was the ic111g on the
cake.
My parents were wigged out because they
had had no idea where I was and were asking
me 20 questions the minute I walked through
the gate. I wao; no longer aware of what was
going on - J was a delirious zombie.
It was the perfect end to my 3 1·hour struggle to get back home. Evetything ended up
working out, but I think I have had my lillnl
air travel for n lifeume.
lt took me more than three months of
being misunderstood and lost in Germany,
and this trip back to the United States to
learn pati~nce is a vin ue- believe it or uot.
i~ a senior business mlmi11is·
rmtio11 major f rom Owensboro.

Andrew Behl
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Area's first heart device recipient
dies after six'months with Implant

Indiana helicopter crash Rescuers use equipment
results In Injuries, death to find trapped victims

Israeli forces Invade
Gaza Strip, kill seven

LOUISVILLE (AP) - A retired city
police sergeant who was the area's first
recipient of the LionHeart heart-assist
device died Monday at Jewish Hospital.
David H. Vensel Sr., 69, of Louisville,
was the lOth person in the country to
receive the experimental device.
Thirty-six LionHearts have been
implanted worldwide, according to its
manufacturer, Arrow Intemationallnc. of
Reading, Pa.
A University of Louisville surgical team
implanted the LionHeart in Vensel on Oct.
28 at Jewish Hospital. He left the hospital
Dec. 24, just in time to spend Christmas
with his family.
Laman Gray, one of the surgeons who
implanted the device, said Vensel ''was a
pioneer who helped make a dramatic step
forward 'from a scientific point of view."
The
LionHeart,
a
completely
implantable pump, is designed for people
with severe congestive heart failure who
don't respond to medical therapy and
can't qualify for a heart transplant. The
LionHeart is the patient's main treatment
and is intended to be used for long-term
use.

LYNNVILLE, Ind. (AP)- A
helicopter on a medical evacuation crashed in rural southwe!)t
Indiana early Wednesday,
leaving a heart patient dead
and the three crew members
injured, officials said.
It was unclear whether jerry
Leonard, 63, died as a result of
his heart condition or injuries
received in the crash, said state
police Sgt. Todd Ringle. An
autopsy was planned.
Leonard was being. flown
from Huntingburg to an
Evansville hospital when the
helicopter crashed about 20
miles
outsidl!
Evansvil!e,
Ringle said.
Param£'dic Robert Williams,
29, used a cell phone to call dispatchers, said Toni Chritton, a
spokeswoman for Air Evac
Ufeteam, which operates medical helicopters in 10 states.
It took more than an hour for
rescuers in fom helicopters to
locate the downed aircraft in
the hilly, remote area, amid
darkness. Williams waved a
flashlight to signal where to
find them.

BEIT LAHIYA, Gaza Strip
(AP) - Israeli forces backed
by tanks and bulldozers
raided a Gaza Strip town
early Wednesday, killing
seven Palestinians, including four militants, in fighting with gunmen, Palestinian officials said.
The invasion came hours
after Prime Minister Ariel
Sharon pledged to continue
targeting militant Palestinian leaders following the
weekend assassination of
Hamas leader Abdel Aziz
Rantisi. On Tuesday, troops
killed four Palestinians in
fighting in northern Gaza.
Early Wednesday, Israeli
troops and tanks moved
into Beit Lahiya, near the
scene of fighting the previous day, and surrounded a
housing project.
Bulldozers began demolishing a partially construct·
ed building, witnesses said,
while gunmen exchanged
fire with troops. Four gunmen and three civilians,
including a 15-year-old boy,
were killed, hospital officials said. Twenty-seven
others were wounded.

Prosecutors charge substitute
with producing child pornography
LEXINGTON (AP) - Federal prosecutors have charged a Knox County substi·
tute teacher with producing and distributing child pornography.
Robert B. Greis, 26, of Barbourville,
was charged in federal court Monday
after being accused of photographing
himself having sex with a boy, said U.S.
Attorney Gregory F. Van Tatenhove.
Greis was arrested by Kentucky State
Police last week at Flat Lick Elementary
School, where he was working as a substitute teacher.
He was arrested on state charges of
distributing child pornography and
sodomy involving a child younger than
12. Those charges were dismissed Tuesday because of the new federal charges.
Greis met the boy through a Londonarea group that supports disadvantaged
children, according to a complaint filed
in federal court.
However, Mike Phelps, executive
director of Friends of Kentucky Families,
said Greis once worked for the agency,
and the boy involved had been a client.

~ISSissippi

court upholds

conviction of Klansman
JACKSON, Miss. (AP) - An
appeals court panel has
upheld the conviction of a
reputed Ku Klux Klansman in
the murder of a black man
whose death allegedly was
intended to lure the Rev. Martin Luther King Jr. to an assassination attempt.
Ernest Avants was convicted
in 2003 and is serving a life
sentence for his part in the
killing of Ben Chester White of
Natchez, Miss.
Avnnts' attorneys said the
trial' judge erred by blocking
the introduction of more evidence that could have discredited a prosecution witness, but
a panel of the 5th U.S. Circuit
Court of Appeals dismissed
that argument Tuesday.

UTICA, Ill. (AP) - Rescue
workers used heavy equipment and shovels Wednesday
to dig for possible victims
trapped in the basement of a
tornado-flattened tavern where
at least three others were
killed.
State officials said a fourth
person also died in north-central Illinois but no details were
available. More tornadoes
damaged towns in centrallndi·
ana, injuring at least five people, as thunderstorms rolled
through the Midwest.
Five people were pulled olive
from the rubble of Utica's M ile·
stone Tap, and authorities
believed as many as five others
could still be inside. They said
workers were hampered by the
unstable walls.

Circuit judge sentences
man for parole violation
FORT LAUDERDALE, Fla.
(AP)- The man responsible for
a wreck that left an 83-year-old
woman trapped above a
swamp for three days was sentenced to four years in prison
for violating his probation.
Scott Andrew Campbell, 24,
had been sentenced to five
years of probation after his car
rammed a car driven by Tillie
Tooter in August 2000. The car
fell off a bridge and into a tangle of trees that held Tooter
suspended above a swamp for
three days. She survived on a
cough drop, a peppermint,
chewing gum and rainwater.
Campbell was arrested Dec.
28 in Miami-Dade County for
allt'gedly driving erratically.
He was jailed as he awaited
the hearing on whether the
arrest was a probation violation.
Broward Circuit Judge Paul
Backman ruled Campbell vio·
latcd his probation by leaving
Broward County and being
charged with driving under
the influence of alcohol.

Peacekeepers discover

bomb, anest suspects
KABUL, Afghanistan (AP)
Police and international
peacekeepers arrested two
people and found a homemade bomb in the center of
the Afghan capital on
Wednesday, authorities said.
In restive southeastern
Afghanistan, one person was
killed when another bomb
hidden in a motorcycle
exploded near a building
where a provincial governor
was holding a meeting.
Deputy Police Chief Amin
Khalil Zada said peacekeepers in Kabul took the two
suspects into custody in the
early afternoon on a street

AP Photo/Hatem

just a few hundred yards the government is not confrom the Finance Ministry.
sidering increa.c;ing its conZada said explosives were tingent" in Iraq.
found stuffed into a pre.<;sure
Poland leads a multinacooker, which peacekeepers tional force of 9,500 troops in
destroyed safely. Although central Iraq, including 2,400
the street was cordoned off, .Polish troops. The 1,300
reporters were able to watch Spanish troops that the new
as a b'omb-removal robot Madrid government is withmoved in to handle the drawing are in the same secdevice.
tor.

Poland officials debate Cloned sheep creators
plan human research
withdrawing forces
WARSAW, Poland (AP)
Poland must decide how
long its troops can stay in
Iraq after Spain's pullout, the
prime minister said Wednesday, but his spokesman
stressed that Poland - which
leads a multinational peacekeeping force - has no plans
to abandon its commitment
for now.
Earlier, the Polish news
agency PAP quoted Prime
Minister Leszek Miller, who
leaves office early next
month, as saying Poland
"cannot tum a blind eye" to
the Spanish pullout. The
comments suggest Warsaw
might be rethinking its Iraq
mission.
But Kaszuba said Miller
meant only to restate the
government's position "that

LONDON (AP) -The cre-

ators of Dolly the sheep, the

world's first mammal cloned
from an adult. want to create
cloned human embryos for stem
cell research, one of the scientists said Wednesday.
The Roslin Institute, near
Edinburgh. Scotland, said it is
considering applying to the government's fertility authority for a
license to carry out therapeutic
cloning.
The purpose is not to create a
baby. but to harvest stem cells
from very early stage embryosa procedure still opposed by
some because embryos are
destroyed.
Ian Wilmut, who led the team
which created Dolly. said it
would be ''immoral" not to use
therapeutic cloning for stem cell

research.
News in brief is rompiled by
Melissa Kilcoyne, news editor.
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Illunlinated campus Agent explains alcohol liability
Students attend speech to learn
protects community responsible drinking habits
by Charissa Acree
between Public Safety and Facilities Management.
Although many areas on campus are conAt night. Murray State's campus is illu- stantly under review, Nixon said the primaminated by the soft glow of florescent ry areas considered for proper lighting
include recreational areas. parking areas,
lights.
Students out for an evening stroH or pedestrian crosswalks, walking routes and
recreation on the Quad may think of the residential college living areas.
During routine inspections, lights that
lights as a pleasant part of student life at the
University. However, lighting on campus at need replacement or areas on campus that
night is not j ust for aesthetic effect, but also might require additional lighting are
for the protection of the Murray State com- marked on maps to be fixed . He said Public
munity.
Safety is currently working with officials to
Many students on campus after nightfall develop a similar system to provide sufficient lighting to University farms and the
see the lights as a source of protection.
Audrey Redding, senior from Evansville, Equine Center.
Nixon said approximately 40 new lights
walked down Murray State's main walkway
Tuesday night and said the path through were installed last summer. He also said the
University has been working with Murray
campus is well lit.
"Near or around some of the other build- Electric to install more lights at crosswalks.
Nixon said security in parking lots is also
ings on campus there could be more lightan issue Public Safety seeks to address.
ing," Redding said.
Blaire Bushart, freshman from Benton. They recently installed a light at one end of
said that she had never paid attention to the the White College parking lot to provide
lighting on campus until her participation in more security for students.
"Parking lots have a standard requirement
the Alpha Phi Alpha Step-Off required that
she attend practices on campus late at night. for lighting," Nixon said. "Murray State
"I think the lighting's pretty good," parking Jots are better lit than the standard
Bushart said. ''I felt pretty safe walking on requirement."
Public Safety is also trying to make sure
campus at night."
Public Safety Capt. Larry Nixon said effi- stairwells are better lit, Nixon said. Public
cient lighting on campus is one way for Safety maintain lights in the staircases of
Murray State to protect its faculty, staff and the Doyle Fine Arts Building and behind
students. but lighting is a security measure Waterfield Library.
"Lights are important for making people
that is constantly improved.
Nixon said lighting on campus has feel safe," Nixon said. "But they are also for
crime prevention . All of these measures are
improved immensely in recent years.
"We've done a lot," Nixon said. "We look one big safety program. Light is the number
at where students walk and whenever we one deterrent to crime."
Nixon said improving lighting on campus
see a potential problem, we address it with
is an ongoing process.
light."
"In five years. lighting will be better than
One way Nixon said Public Safety is
addressing these problems is by promoting it is now,'' Nixon said. "It just takes time to
"bright paths" or "safe walks" focused on get these things accomplished. We have to
look at our needs and address those issues
common campus-walldng routes.
"If you look at campus lighting used for first ."
safety and security purposes there has been
To make sure th.is process is accoma change in philosophy." Nixon said. "Once plished, Nixon attends the weekly Student
acceptable levels of lighting have gone by Government Association meetings to lbten
the wayside and transformed into brighter to safety concerns of the Murray State com.and more effective lighting sources on col- munity!....lege campuses."
Said Nixon: "The success of any safety
To provide more effective lighting, Nixon and security program 'on campus must be a
said the University has adopted a strategy to cooperative effort, including a campus
address campus lighting and safety issues. lighting program."
The improvements are a joint effort

Staff Writer

by Chariss a Ac r e e
Staff Writer

Sandra Watts, agent for the Alcohol
Beverage ConiroJ Office in Frankfort, told
students in the Curris Center Theater Tuesday night that alcohol can be a good thing
when used responsibly but can have devastating effects when abused.
Watts said people should keep in mind
civil and criminal liabilities when choosing
10 drink alcohol.
"Those of you who choose to drink- we
want you to do so responsibly," she said.
Watts discussed the use of alcohol
among Murray State students and
addressed issues including the pros and
cons of drinking. facts about alcohol, how
alcohol affects the body, high and low risk
drinking, signs you or a friend has a problem and laws surrounding alcohol u.•>age.
''Not drinking at all ... is the best
choice." she said. "Sometimes drinking
irresponsibly may cause you to get off
track or cause problems with ... your
grades."

Watts, Murray State alumna, related stories from her own experiences with alcohol
at the University. She created lists of the
positive and negative effects of drinking by
asking members of the audience for their
input
"We want you to experience the good

aspects of drinking and not the negative,"
she said as she addressed the lists.
Watts suggested some ways for students
to be ~ponsible drinkers.
"You need to know what's in your
drink," she said. "Also, be sure to eat
before you go out. Eating f<Xxi at least 20
minutes before you have your'flfSt drink
can reduce your peak blood alcohol content.''
·
Watts reported that 26 percent of emergency room visits are related 10 a drug or
alcohol overdose and warned students that
improper alcohol use can result in blackouts, passing out or alcohol poisoning.
"{f you suspect someone has alcohol
poisoning. please get them to an emergency room or call91 l." she said.
Watts said the only way to get alcohol
out of the blood stream is time.
''Tile speaker was extremely knowledgeable," Joel Perkin, freshman from Springfield. Ill .• said. "I liked how she told us
about how to drink in an adult-like and
responsible way instead of abstaining completely ."
4c
Cory Hicks, junior from Henderson, said
he enjoyed how Watts provided statistics
about alcohol on Murray State's campus.
"I was surprised to learn that 39 percent
of students don't drink," Hicks said.
Liz Fields, freshman from Belleville,
Ill .. said she war; sorry more people didn't

come to Tuesday night's presentation.
"It was an interesting presentation with a
101 of information people need to know,"
Fields said.
The one-hour presentation was given ns
a pan of the Server Training Program
offered through the Kentucky Alcoholic
Beverage Control office and was a precur~
sor to a server training program presented
Wednesday night in the Curris Center
Commonwealth room.
According to a campus e-mail, the training program given on Wednesday taught
students about responsible alcohol sales
and service of alcoholic beverages. Students who completed the session received
certification for the sale of alcoholic beverages that is valid for three year.;.
Judy Lyle, nurse for health services and
member on Murray's Coalition for Alcohol Risk Education. which hosted Tuesday
night's presentation, said the program
would be very useful for students.
"This program will help students identify when an individual has had to much to
drink,'' Lyle said. "At events where students bring their own alcohol there are
ri~ks and we want students 10 be very
infonned of those risks.'' Lyle said.
She said the training would give students
working at restaurants that serve alcoholic
beverages an advantage because of the certification they received through the program.
Lyle said the Coalition for Alcohol Risk
Education is in search of studenL'I to serve
as members, the coalition wants the input
of students as it tries to address alcohol use
education at Murray State.

Japanese program faces uncertain future
by Rob Whitfield
Staff Writer
Despite previous confusion that the
Japanese program will not return to Murray State in the fall. Dean of the College of
Humanities and Fine Arts Sandra Jordan
said the classes will be taught.
Jordan said the faculty position wao;
funded by state dollars in past years but
will be cut ar; of July I, 2004. To keep the
program at Murray State. Jordan said the
department searched for non·state dollars
and raised money through donations and
corporate gifts.
'That program is 'important to all of us,"
she said. "We encourage students to regis'ter for the class. We want to make sure
when we find funding to keep programs
open, they are weU populated."

Yoko Hat.akeyama, senior lecturer of
modem language, said the program,
which has continued to grow over the past
I 0 years, offers severn! beneficial progrnms.
''(Many students) have benefited from
the Japanese program and have had the
opportunity to study and work in Japan,"
:o;he said in a written statement. "Particularly the 13 (Japan Exchange and Teaching) participants who came from our small
MSU program.''
Kyser Lough, Residential College
Association president and junior from
Murray, said he took Japanese classes at
Murray State.
" I feel the Japanese program is a unique
and important part of Murray State.•• he
said. "(Although) we only have one faculty member and a limited number of

classes, many students have earned highprofile awards and jobs."
Severn! Murray State graduates have
been employed in Japan since their completion of the Japanese language progrnm.
Hatakeyarna said.
"Since 1997, the program has sent nine
students to Kansai Gaidai University," she
said. "In return, the same number of
Japanese students from Kansai Gaidai
have studied at Murray State University."
As Japan's role in world economics
increases. it will be important for the University to offer a Japanese language program. Hatakeyama said.
..The majority of foreign inv~tment in
Kentucky comes from Japan." she saiq.
••(I) believe studying Japanese language
and culture will broaden opportunities for
Kentucky students."
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This \\7eek
•Scheduling - Last
day to withdraw from
all classes for Spring
2004 term. Students
can withdraw from
7:30 a.m. to 4:30
p.m. at the Registration Office on the
first tloor of Sparks.
Students
cannot
withraw from all
classes using RacerTouch.
•Testing - ACT -R
testing, 8 a.m., Business Building Room
552.
•Performance
MSU Dance Compapy, 7 p.m.. Robert E.
Johnson
Theatre,
general adult admii·
sion
$10,
child
admission ages 6 to
17 and faculty and
staff $7. Free admission with Racercard.
•Performance
Senior Recital of
Nathan
Hughes,
piano, 8 p.m., Performing Arts Hall,
Free admission.

Drag queen Mildred, also
known as Brad Richardson,
sophomore from Buchanan.
Tenn., gets up close and personal with a stunned audience in White College lUesday night. Mildred was one
of six participants in the the
College's Drag Queen Contest.

•Saturday
•Testing - Kentucky
Speciality Test, 2 p.m..
faculty Hall Room
302.
•Music Festival
Kentucky
Music
Teachers Association
Festival, 9 a.m. to
noon, Performing Arts
Hall.
•Tournament - Foil
and Sabre tournament,
continues all day, Carr
Health
Building.
North Gym.
•Summer 0 - Orientation for incoming
freshmen, 8 a.m. to 6
p.m .. first floor of the
Curris Center.
•Performance
Opera
Workshop
Recital, 3:30 p.m ..
Performing Arts Hnll,
Free admission.

photos by Matta Barnard/The News

White College hosts drag queen contest
by Severo Avila

S

tep aside Ru Paul, there's a new drag
queen in town. Her name is Crystal Hilton
and she does not share the spotlight.
Johnny Doyle, freshman from Grand
Rivers. shook., shimmied, gyrated and jiggled his way to the crown in Tuesday
night's White College Drag Queen Contest,
and deservedly so. He duct taped his chest
to give himself cleavage, smeared Lip
Venom on his lips 10 make them puffier,
bought an outfit. complete with new
shoes. and even employed a professional to do his makeup in order to secure
victory.
The night began with the women
... er ... men ... er .... contestants
modeling individually to music
in front of a packed lounge on
White College's first floor.
After strutting their stuff on a
table and trying desperately not to
fall off their high heels, each contestant
introduced herself to the audience.
Classic drag names like "Crystal
Visions," "Coco Butter" and "Anita Mann"
were abandoned Tuesday night as the contestants opted for more down-to-earth
names like Barbara, Charlize (a self proclaimed crackwhore from New Orleans),
Cynthia, Mildred, Scarlette and Crystal
Hilton (Paris' little sister). Their
wardrobes, however. were anything but
mundane.
Scott Ellison, sophomore from Belleville,
Ill., wore the most revealing number of the
night - a green satin nightie. With broad,
bare shoulders and hairy legs, Ellison had
the crowd cheering as he thrust his hips forward only to have the delicate fabric outline
and accentuate his most private of parts.
After the initial modeling. contestants
were then called out individually for the
question and answer segment of the show.
As they stood posing in front of the

•Sunday
•Concert - Orchestra presents concert,
2 p.m., Lovett Auditorium, Free admission.
•Concert - Voices
of Praise, 5 p.m.,
Curris Center Dance
Lounge.

•Monday
•Banquet - Murray
Chapter of IAAP celebrates Administrative
Professionals
Week with Executive
Night Banquet. 6
p.m .. Curris Center
Ballroom, Reservations required.
•Career
Chiropractic Career Night.
7 to 9 p.m.. Curris
Center
Barkley
Room.

•Tuesday
•Charity Event
Phi Kappa Tau Charity Bench-a-Thon, 4to
6 p.m., Roy Stewart
Stadium
Weight
Room..S40 to register
at the door.
•Concert - E.A.R.S.
concert, 8 p.m.• Performing Arts Hall .
Free admission.

•Wednesday
•Graduation
Senior Breakfast, 8
a m.. Curris Center
Ballroom.
•Concert
The
Someday Tour Con·
cert, 8 p.m., Curris
Center
Ballroom,
Free
admission
(donations accepted
for Relay For Life).

•Thursday
•Art Display
Amber Jenkins. BFA
Photography
and
Metals, Curris Center
Gallery.

College UfC! Editor

Crystal Hilton, aka Johnny Doyle,
freshman from Grand Rivers. used
fake hair, nails and breasts to win the
White CoiJege Drag Queen Contest.

judges. each was asked a single question.
Amid the crowd's giggles and outbursts of
hysterical laughter, the participants tried to
think clearly.
When asked what cookie she would be if
given the choice, Scarlette, aka Casey
Slack, junior from Benton, was quick to
answer with a crowd-pleasing reply.
"I'd be a Fig Newton." he said while
waving a finger and twisting his neck.
"Cause it's not u cookie. It's fruit and
cake."
Ellison, the conte!>tant known us Barbara,
was asked what her best feature was.
"I just think I have the hugest, most
adorable ... personality,'' she replied ..
The third and final round of judging was
done in a group setting. All contestants
were asked to come out and interact with
each other and the audience by dancing.
The popular song "Milkshake" blared from
a CD player as the contestants shook what
they had for everyone to see. Some pulled
audience members onto the tloor. others did
semi-stripteases and Brad Richardson.
sophomore from Buchanan, Tenn., aka Mildred, resorted to giving one judge a lap
dance to score extra points.
When the scores were tallied, prizes
were given out for best legs, hair. talent,
outfit, makeup and modeling, with each
contestant recei ving an award.
Doyle, however took the ultimate prize
and paraded in front of the crowd with all
the grace and poise of a milk truck.
Joanna Tabor, senior from Elkton and
White College resident adviser, co-organized the event with Slack.
"We put this program together ... just as a
fun thing to do to get people involved,"
Tabor said. "It turned out to be a big deal.
We're excited about it."
Tabor said she put sign-up sheets at
White's front desk and was impressed by
the enthusiasm of the partiJ;ipants. She said
with Tuesday night's success she anticipates an even better drag queen conte:.t next
year.
But for now, Crystal Hilton, fake hair and
stuffed bra in tow, will reign -.upreme as
Queen of White College ... at least until his
fake nails fall off.

KEELHAUL

••

John Allen, freshman from Paris,
Tenn., whose drag name was Cynthia, shakes his money maker for
the judges Thesday night

Five of the six contestants try not to fall off their
high heels as they await the judges' decision.

Chris Schweizer

SEA DOG! YOU MADE
A BOX FOR "SHACK
CITY" .I HOW GREAT f

.

I'M GLAD TO SEE YOU
FINALLY TAKING PART
IN A CAMPUS ACTIVITY.

YOU DIDN'T
PAY OUR RENT
THIS MONTH,
DID YOU?

-
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Art students carve new tradition

•Music
1. Confessions - Usher
2. Now 15 - Various Artists
3. Damfta Jo - Janet Jackson
4. In This Skin - Jessica Simpson
5. Feels Like Home - Norah
Jones

by Jonathan Me ador
Staff Writer
Paul Sasso talks behind a cigarette,
letting the smoke float into the air as it
mingles with the smell of sawed wood.
He is b usy. walki ng to and from his
office as his students carve and paint
sculpted pieces of wood, with cigarette
smoke trailing behind him.
"These guys have worked their asses
off.'' Sasso said.
Sasso, professor of an , is referring to
a project he and his woodworking students have been laboring over for the
past semester.
T he project has Sasso's students
carving away at eight shields representing the e mblems of each residential college on campus.
..h staned as an idea I had at last
year's graduation," Sasso said ... I kind
of zoned out and staned fantas izing
that. since we have this whole residential college system, we should celebntte the commencement beyond just a
roll of paper."
With help from Associate Professor
of English and Philosophy Squire Bab-

Source: Associated Press

•Movies
1. Kill Bill Vol. 2 - starring
Uma Thurman
2. The Punisher - starring A.
Russell Andrews
3. Johnson Family Vacation
starring Cedric the Entertainer
4. Hellboy - starring Ron Perlman
5. Home on the Range - starring G.W. Bailey
Source: Associated Press

•Books
1. The Da VInci Code - Dan
Brown
2. Glorious Appearing - 11m
LaHaye and Jerry B. Jenkins
3. Nighttime Is My Time
Mary Higgins Clark
4. The Ave People You Meet
In Heaven - Mitch Albom
5. 3rd Degree -James Patterson and Andrew Gross

Nikki Moore, .senior from Grand ' Rivers, applies
delicate brush strokes to the Regents College
crest to present at graduation on May H.

www.HOUSEoffEES.com
If you are looking for funny,
random T-shirts, www.HOUSEoffEES.com is the perfect site
to visit. The colors to choose
from are red, white, black,
gold, stonewa!)hed green and
light blue. Sizes range from
small to six-x. These souvenir
shirts have a vintage style :tnd
depict actual places !)UCh as
Monkey's Elbow, Sandwich, Ill.
and Conception Junction, Mo.
Your friends will ask, "Where
did you get your shirt?"

cock, who appropriated the funding.
they were able to raise $1.200 for the
construction of eight hand-carved residential college shields.
The basswood shields are affixed to
mahogany poles, and each residential
college will then appoint a resident to
carry its respective shield during this
spring's graduation ceremony.
In order to have them ready in time
for graduation, Sasso offered a special
woodcarving class to produce the
shields.
"l thought it was a skill my· students
needed to have." he said. "Also, in the
an world, there is a tendency for anists
to get lost within themselves. (This
project) became a greater thing beyond
themselves."
But the shields were not as easy to
make as they thought.
"Professionally,'' Sasso said. ..1
wouldn't (make) one of these things
for (less than) $3,000."
The difficulty level presented by the
shields was much higher than one
would expect to find in a collegiate
woodcarving c1ass. According to
Sasso. he said the work he and his stu-

dents were doing with the shields is
more along the lines of medieval
woodcarving.
..Basically. this is an historical reenactment of how these woodworking
~hops were run originally," he said.
Each shield posed its own unique
problem. Han College's shield. for
instance, was labeled, "The Shield
From Hell," us it took Lauren
McAdams all semester to make its correct shape.
''I had to construct this one much
different form the other ones.''
McAdams, senior from Evanl>ville,
Ind .. said. "It is composed of all these
separate pieces."
"A master carver would have a
tough time on that one," Sasso said.
But senior from Louisville Kevin
Kraus, found Elizabeth College's
shield more akin to heaven than hell.
" It was probubly one of the cal>ier
ones," Kraus added.
With all their hard work and dedication the shields should be painted and
ready in time for graduation antl will
become a pan of commencement for
years to come.

..

Canceled show 'Freaks and Geeks' reflects societal issues
by Jrut-tln Bontrager
Film/Music Re viewer

Source: Associated Press

•ww site
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Why is it whenever there's actually something good and intelligent on television,
which is rarely, it gets cancelled nfter a short
run in syndication? "Battlestar Galactica.''
"My So Called Life." "Square Pegs," "Mr.
T's cartoon'' and Richard Pryor's Saturday
morning kids show all got yanked after only a
season or so. That's probably why I stopped
watching television 15 ye.1rs ago. Well, that
and the fact that television programming is
precisely what it is called - programming.
The shows are only a guise to get people to
watch commercials that promote capitalism
and materialism. If you ever v.ondcr why
some people have $6(),()()() Hummers parked
in the driveway of the apartment they rent m
why a lot of college students ov. e more on
their credit cards than they do for their student loans. consid,5:r that. I do. Then again I
have time to consider things because I don't
watch TV. Whenever I do cntch a glimpse of

what's on TV, I'm appalled by how much our
"culture" is being dumbed-down. No wonder
we ended up with a frickin' moron for our
president. I'm not implying that people who
watch television are stupid; no, I'm blatantly
stating it: Pe(lple who watch television are
stupid. Anyway, before I upset people and
' they send me e-mails telling me they're praying lor me, I'll get busy with this review or
whatever.
" Freaks and Geeks" first came to my attention via my friend's band, Diesel Boy, that
was offered an appearance on the episode.
Sadly for them. it was cancelled two weeks
before the show aired. Fortunately, the DVD
collection includes all of the episodes so I got
to watch my friend~ being dorks on TV for
like 30 seconds. My friend Shawn alerted me
to the release of the shows first and I think
only season on DVD. He told me he watched
the entire si:w; discs in one sitting and said it
was pretty diggity-dam good, so 1 decided to
watch it I didn't plan on watching 12-straight
hours of a television show, but I aJmost did.

The show's addictive. It takes place in 19MO
and involves this girl who's really sman but
fed up with the public school system and her
boring, suburban life. So she stans hanging
out with these "bad kids" who seemingly
have no ambitions, and it pisses her parents
off. She tries pot and it makes her really paranoid. Her little brother is a geek, and he hangs
out with these two other geeks. They're
always getting picked on by these morons
they go to school with, and there's this guidance counselor who's kind of a hippie. He's
trying to help these kids who think he's kind
of weird. but they son of end up liking him.
By the final episode, the leader of the "bad
kids" who's supposedly cute but totally dumb
starts playing Dungeons and Dragons with
the girl's geeky brother and his geeky friends.
He's a dwarf in the game and he gives his
dwarf character the name Carlos. The girl is
supposed to go off to some summer camp for
the ·academic elite but ends up ditching it and
goes with these hippies to follow the ''Grateful Dead" around. Her parents don't know

about that and I don't know what happens
after that, because they cancelled the show
and that really sucks. I guess it's kind of a
good thing because if they didn't cancel it
then it would still be on TV, and I'd probably
start wutching it and turn into a frickin' brain
donor like the rest of the people who watch
TV.
I'd vote for Bush and bave some car I can' t
afford and a credit card debt that would take
me the rest of my life to pay off instead of just
a couple of student loans I had to take out
because this school doesn't offer its graduate
students any form of financial nid. Even
though 84.79 percent of the colleges in the
United States do anu they sort of lieJ to me
and said I'd gel a TA-ship if I carne here and
I didn't and that's that.

Obligatory grade: A
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All sizes available now!
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• U-Haul rentals
• No deposit required
• Air-conditioned units
• On-Site Manager
• Boxes for sale
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Mr. Sandman

Dancers
Bailey
Murphy,
freshmao from Crestwood aod Adam
Ellis, sophomore
from
Murray,
both from the
MOZZ
dance
company, graced
the stage of Lovett
last Friday at the
'Southern Explosion' talent show
sponsored by Iota
Phi Theta Frater-

Students struggle to stay on stage at 'Southern Explosion '
by Liz Smith
Staff Writer
The sound of boos and jeers echoed
throughout Lovett Auditorium as contestants displayed their talent, or lack thereof, last Friday during "Southern Explosion," an Iota Phi Theta sponsored event.
Modeled after the Apollo talent show,
12 contestants received a one-minute
grace period in order to showcase their
talent until the audience was permitted to
either boo or applaud. If applauded, the
contestant was allowed to continue, but
if booed, the Sandman, played by junior
Marcus Raglin, junior from Murray,
swept the reject quickly off the stage.
"The Sandman is supposed to be the
comic relief," senior Robert White,
senior from Louisville and co-coordinator of the show, said. "He's also there to
take the pressure off the performer so
they don't have to walk off by themselves."
Raglin escorted quite a few students
offstage, starting with the very tir~t act.
At 7:30p.m., the show began and Rebecca Turner, freshman from Eldorado, Ill.,
made her way front and center to sing
Christina Aguilera's "Fighter.'' Things
seemed to be going well until about five
seconds into the song when Turner forgot her lines.
"I felt bad; she was probably really
nervous," Charissma More, junior at

CLUES ACROSS
1. Refer to
5. Resident of
Aberdeen
9.
and Venzetti
14. Acclaim
15. Spanish city
16. Female crooks
17. Of Capri
18. A horizontal bar
of wood or metal
19.Songs
20. Steve
23. Ship's compartment
24. Legume flower
petals
25. The distance
covered by a step
28. Line of cliffs
33. Sammy_,
songwriter
34. Trade

University of Tennessee at Martin, said.
"I was next and was just like, 'Oh my
gosh. I hope I don't mess up."'
After Turner frantically hummed
about half the song and desparately tried
to remember the words, the audience
decided to save her the trouble and
booed her offstage. The Sandman made
his debut appearance with what one
could only hope was a strategically
placed tennis ball that had the audience
wondering.
While such honest feedback may seem
more than a little harsh, the main goal of
the talent show was nothing but positive.
Money made from the $6 tickets will be
used to set up a scholarship fund for
minority students.
"The fraternity plans to make this an
annual event,·• Dcmarkus Pruitt, senior
from Louisville and co-coordinator of
the event, said. "The University does un
e)(cellent job of recruiting minority students. but the retention rate is low. B-y
setting up a minority scholarship, we
hope to mnke it easier for minorities to
continue their education ,"
As the night continued, .singers, rappers and dancers showcused their skills
and talents in hopes of winning the $300
prize promised to the .audience's fuvorite
act.
"We got the money from sponsors,"
Pruitt said. "Each paid $100. and in
return, we put their names on the back of

35. Taxi
36. From 25 million
to 40 million years
ago
39. Heinrich_, poet
41. Large integer
42. Whittles
43. Hebrew calendar
month
44. Prizes
46. The time at
which something
begins
48. Element
49. Voice (Italian)
50. Condi
57. United Arab Emi·
rates city
58. Hybrid citrus fruit
59. Teen60. Scent
61. Assistant
62. Soft-finned fishes

63. Town In New
York state
64. Soviet Union
65. Glut

CLUES DOWN
1. A small fragment
2. Romanian city
3. Joust
4. Choosing
5.Calm
6. _ Gable, actor
7. Of an ode
8. A timber tree of
Argentina
9. Below normal
size
10. Arteries
11. The Muse of history
12. Kin
13. Former CIA

T-shirts which we gave out to people
who purchased their tickets in advance."
Once all the contestants finished performing, those who had not been booed
were lined up onstage and the winner
was determined by applause.
In the end, cousins Mario and Marquise Mcintyre, both nonstudents from
Georgetown, of the rap and R&B group,
Alieness. took home the prize for their
original song, "Rollercoaster."
"There were a Jot of talented people
there," Pruitt said, "But Alieness won
hands down. They've also finished first
in talent shows at the University of Kentucky and Western Kentucky (University)."
The men, also members of Iota Phi
Theta, were excited about the win and
plan to use the money toward their talent.
"We're in the process of making an
album right now," Marquise Mcintyre
said. "So the $300 will go toward studio
time. We hope tb have the album out in
May."
The fraternity brothers were happy
with the event, but hope to make it even
better in upcoming years.
"We had a good turnout, (more than)
I 00 (people) showed up," Pruitt said.
''We had some structural problems
though, the acts were too quick. Overall
it was a success, but we plan to make it
bigger and better next year."

21. Owned
22. Abnormal breathing
25. Sir Walter_,
Ivanhoe author
26. Silver coins
27. Odd-toed ungulate
28. Sheets of glass
29. Brews
30. Sours
31. Mother of
Perseur
32. Roger_, critic
34. Arid
37. Snake or serpent
38. The largest city
in Africa
40. Diners
45. Straw hat
46. Seeps more
47. Fiddler crab
49. African open

plains
50. Coil
51. Double-reed
instrument
52. Hawaiian feast
53. Protection
54. The content of

(Left) Jill Pierce,

freshman from
Murray, dons a
coconut bra and
Hawaiian skirt to
display ber hula
dancing abilities.
Performers had
one minute to
impress the crowd
with their skills
before
being
booed offstage or
allowed to continue their performance.

Winners Mario and Marquise Mcintyre,
both nonstudents from Georgetown, show

off their vocal stylings with their crowdpleasing 'RoUercoaster.'

cognition
55. A young male
horse
56. If not
57. Taoism

Last Week's Solution
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Select your roommates and reserve your
room online at www.MurrayPlace.com
At Murray Place you get the best of the best.
We offer four-bedroom four-bath and
two-bedroom two-bath apartments.
Amenities Include:
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'CURRIS CENTER
DAVE BARNES r}1.uttaa 8tate CUnlvetji.tl
EliOT MORRIS 1 p.m. DOORS OPEN
8 p.m. SHOW STARTS
far . lrl llfll'lll tlll II tbiSI artists VISit

• Private bedroom and bathroom
• Individual leases
• Fully furnished living room: sofa, oversized chair, coffee table,
end table, entertainment center, bar stools and bullt in kitchen table
• Washer and dryer in each unit
• Rent includes cable, water and electricity
• Clubhouse with: Foosball, Ping-Pong, Billiards and 1Vs.
• Community with: Fitness center, barbecue grills and picnic areas,
lighted tennis court and a sparkling swimming pool
• Walk-ins welcome to tour our model

Reserve a room for the fall and your name will be
entered into a drawing for one month's free rent

www.MurrayPlace.com
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Residential College Association hosts second annual paintball tournament
by Phillip Dishon
Staff Writer
This past weekend, the Murray State Intramural Field was turned into a neon-stained battlefield
of sticky rainbow carnage as the Residential College Association held its second annual paintball
tournament.
In order to create the full paintball experience.
the RCA called in the services of Blodgett's
Paintball Planet and Sports Complex from Sike;
ston. Mo. They helped by providing the RCA
with paintball guns. face masks, inflated bunkers
and C02 cartridges to power the guns. Blodgett's also provided referees to monitor each match.
The cost of playing in the tournament was $25

Jacob Lee, freshman from Owensboro, is
checked for injuries sustained during the batde. Student's equipment was provided by
Blodgett's PaintbaU Planet and Sports Com·
plex.

for a team of five. Teams like the Turkey
Hunters. School of Hard Knocks, Money Shot.
the Keg Daddies and the Unknowns participated
in the Saturday morning event.
Jessica Linen fe lser, junior and RCA vice president from Highland, Ill .. was responsible for
organiz.ing the event.
" I think (the tournament) is wonderful," said
Linenfelser. "ll has been a lot of fun (for everyone involved)."
Having no experience playing paintball. Linen·
felser still competed in the tournament.
"We do not want to discourage anyone from
being able to enter." said RCA President Kyser
Lough. junior from Murray. "We have had 10
teams this year and all of them seem to be having
a great time."
.
Lough also added that the success of this year's
event would not have been possible if not for
graduate student Josh Rose.
Rose, Student Government Association president from Kinmundy, Ill., introduced paintball as
a campus activity last year during his term as
RCA president.
'"1 got the idea from Eastern Kentucky University," he said.
Rose admits he isn't an avid paintballer, but
said an event like this helps to bring people of
different skill levels together for a morning of
friendly competition.
"We do these kind of things to keep people
here instead of going home all the time," Rose
said.
Ian Linenfelser, senior from Highland, Ill .• said
playing paintbaJJ is a very unusual experience for
any first-time player.
"At first when people are shooting at you, you
are a little paranoid," he said. "After a while it is
just like you are playing any other sport. It is
fun."
This year he competed on the BaJiaz: team.
Jake Ladd, freshman from Sedalia, ulso added
his painLball expertise to the Ballaz team .
''1 just like running around and getting shot at,"
Ladd said. "It is a trip."
Ladd began playing paintball with his high
school football teammates when he was 15 years
old. Since then he has spent roughly $200 on his
paintbllll gear and has participated in multiple
neighborhood tournaments.
"If you get into it you are hooked for life,"
Ladd said. " If not you have had a (fun) afternoon."
Each game was played like capture the flag.
with both teams trying to reach a flag in the cen·

photos by Matta BernarcVThe News

A student crouches in preparation for a shot during the Residential CoDege Association's second annual paintball tour nament last Saturday at the Intramural Fields. Particpating teams were the Turkey
Hunters, School of H ard Knocks, Money Shot, the Keg Daddies, the Unknowns and the Ballaz.

.-----------r----- --T-"---,

ter of the playing field while also avoiding
enemy fire. Points were awarded for taking the ,._~~~!~*~~
flag and eliminating members of the opposing
team.
The winners of the two brackets of the tournament were decided by the total number of points
accumulated over five games. Then the top-four
teams participated in yet another bracket to
decide the overall winner.
Trophies were awarded to the top-placing
teams by the Blodgett's, but the highest scoring
team was also given the privilege to play the
Blodgett's team of referees in an exhibition
match.
Jessica Linenfelser said the success of the
paintball tournaments has led the RCA to plan
next year's event as an intramural. sporting event.

Paintball participants gather their equipment
and discuss strategy before getting on the field
Saturday.

Before going to the Shoe Tree,
COME TO US!
The Murray State News wants to feature
your engagement and wedding announcements
on a special page each onth.
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'9nside JYlf1 cLwisted JYlind'
Dance, music ensembles combine for spring concert
by Allison light
Stall' Writer
Dance, song and percussion will take over the stage
tonight at Robert B. Johnson Theatre as the Murray
State Dance Company presents its spring concert,
"Inside My Twisted Mind."
The concert this year, under the direction of theatre
and dance instructor Ivan Pulinkala, features nine
pieces that include contemporary styles of jazz, ballet
and modem dance. Also, new to this year's concert will
be a piece including the rhythm!> of the Murray State
Percussion Ensemble, under the direction of lecturer John Hill, and the vocals of Sonya Baker, associate professor of music.
·
" It's been a great experience working
with the music department and working
with both Mr. llill and Dr. Baker;•
said Pulinkala. 'They are great.
They're just fun to work with and
extremely giving. They have a .lot
of knowledge in their field, and I
think the dancers really learned from that.
I'm glad that we can make this crossover
between the theatre and dance program
and the music program."
The concert was named for the title of
a piece in the show. The piece is essentially about a panic attack, and
Pulinkala said he chose it for the
show's title be\:ause it is so abstract.
"To Be Bapti1.cd" is the name of the
African-American spiritual Baker will
be singing with the company. Tile
dancers will be setting their movements
to the sounds of the Percussion Ensemble in "Touchdown.''
The concert boasts the choreography
of two guests artists, Caitlon Trainor,
from New York, and Alix Miller Gauslin,
assistant professor of dance at University of
Tennessee at Martin. Trainor set a piece earlier this semester called "Lost Objects" which
is a contemporary work, and Oauslin choreographed a piece about a tish called ''Stegt
Fisk."
December graduate Miche lle Meyer from
Centralia, lll., said while she e njoyed dancing under
Pulinkala's instruction, working with the visiting artists
has been a new experience.
" It's completely different,'' said Meyer. "Everybody
choreographs in a different way. I got to be in the piece
that Alix taught, and she's really laid back ... unlike

Ivan who knows exactly what he wants.''
Meyer also got the chance to choreograph two pieces
for the concert caJied "Burden" and "Weird and Quirky
Are Two Different Things.'' This wac; Meyer's first
experience choreographing for the company. She said
she enjoyed it, despite the difticulties.
"It was pretty difficult," Meyer said. "One of the
hardest things was coming up with a concept and then
figuring out how I was going to make it work and figuring out if I want to use props or not and how to use
them.''
Mark Borum. senior from Custer, was
also given the opportunity to choreograph.
He created a piece for the concen titled
"Airt.'' This piece is about a woman, portrayed by Bailey Murphy. freshman from
Crestwood, flirting with three men. Adam
Ellis, sophomore from Murray, got the
chance to dance in this piece.
"It's basically about Bailey (Murphy)
flirting with three guys: me. MarTez.e
(Hammonds) and Mark (Borum)," Ellis
said. " We all try to show off and win
her, but none of us get he r in the end."
Freshman Katie Arnzen from Paducah is in the piece with Baker and said
although it was difficult adjusting
to a vocalist instead of recorded
music, it was fun and a learning
experience.
"We did it so long with
just
the music. that when she
Adam EIUs, sophocrune in and started singing
more from Murray, it, she did really good, (bul)
dances in the pi~ it was difficult trying to
'Burden,' set to tbe (dance) to her (singing).''
music of Samuel Am7.en said.
" Inside My Twisted
Barber's 'Adagio
Mind" opens tonight in
for Strings.' The Robcn E. Johnson Theatre
piece is about the and will run through Sunoppression
of day. Saturday and tonight's
women and was shows will start at 7, and
choreographed by Sunday's begins at 2:30
alumna Michelle p.m. Admission is free with
11 Racercard, $10 for generMeyer.
al admission and $7 for faculty, staii and senior citizens.
"I think it's going to be a fun show," said Pulinkala.
'The sruderus have worked really hard. I'm really
proud of them and I want everyone to come out and
support the dance program at Murray State. lt has stuff
in there for everybody (and) it's really a family show."

photos by Malia Bernard/The News

Murray State Dance Company members rehearse the piece 'Stegt Fisk' choreographed by guest
artist Alix Miller Gauslin, associate professor of dance at the University of Tennessee at Martin.
The piece reflects the journey of a little fish lost in the sea. The concert also features a piece called
'Lost Objects,' choreographed by guest ar tist Caitlin Trainor from New York.

T his year's spring dance
concert
boasts
nine
pieces, th ree of which
were choreographed by
alumna Michelle Meyer,
from Centralia, JJI., and
Mark Borum, senior from
Custer. The performance
pieces
also includes
im·olving props, forms of
d ance such as modern,
jazz and ballet, Jive vocalist, associate professor of
music Sonya Baker, and
the Murray State Percussion Ensemble under the
direction of lecturer John
Hill.

Now hiring ...
News Writers

Sports Writers
Opinion Columnists

200 AN. 12th St.
Murray
(270)753-3086

HWY 641 South
Hazel
(270)492-8839

417 S. Sixth St.
Mayfield
(270}251 -0640

Comic Strip Cartoonists

Graphic Designers

for 2004-2005
'

Weekend Edinon
Mu<1c Fn >m the

Apply today,
first floor of Wilson Hall!
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11 Campus
photos by Rashod Taylor

Sisters of the Sigma Alpha Iota fraternity shake and
shimmy to the music during a dynamic performance in
Lovett Auditorium Wednesday.

Katie Nimmo, senior from
Crestview Hills, performs
with the Baptist Student
Union's sign language group
'Reaching Higher.' They
signed two songs.

Alpha Omicron Pi members use colorful gestures to accentuate the words of their song.
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Brian Molloy, sophomore from Eldorado, Ill., sings to Bekah Carmichael,
sophomore from Fort Campbell, as part
of Hester College's 'Hes$er in the '80s'
theme.

While his Phi Mu Alpha brothers sing, Calvin Warren
Ill, sophomore from Hopkinsville, accompanies on
the drums.

Moving to the music, Jeremy Ellis, junior from I>aducab, sings
'Eye of the Tiger' while fellow Hester residents dramatize the
song.

In a frenzied drumming demonstration,
(from left) Zach Kingins, freshman from
Murray, Matt Morris, sophomore from
Owensboro and Monty Breneman, senior
from Paducah, beat rhythmically on music
stands.

During Hester's 'Eye of the Tiger,'
performance, Chad Wyatt, junior
from Osceola, Ark., skips rope to
reenact Sylvester Stallone's training
scene.
Dressed in habits, sisters of
the Alpha Omicron Pi
sorority begin their performance with a few numbers
from the film •Sister Act!
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OVC Tennis Championships
Seeding holds true for men's team
by Nathan Clinkenbeard
Sports Editor
In sportS. nothing is more difficult than winning a championship
year after year, and no team has
dealt with that more than the Murmy State men's tennis team.
Afler winning 16 Ohio Valley
Conlerence championships, includ·
ing every title in the '80s and backto-hack titles in 2001 and 2002,
Head Coach Mel Purcell has had to
fight off all opponents coming after
his team becau.l.e of their success.
"We had a better team than ;;ixth
place in the conference and there
were some teams we should have
beaten," Purcell said. "We won in
200 I and 2002 and to reload and
win year after year is so hard."
The Racers went into the OVC
Tournament as the No. 6 seed after
fncing stiff competition before
heading into the OVC portion of the
schedule.
The seeding held true ac; the men
placed sixth at the championships
after a 4-1 loss to Samford last Sunday in Nashville.
Freshman Clayton Clark was
hnppy with the way the team came
together towards the end.
"College is a whole new level
and you learn it right nway," Clark
said. "We got much better as a team
as the season went along. and the
seniors showed us how to win the

close matches."
were all winners in their: respective
The Racers went into the first~ matches.
round match to face Morehead. The
Defeating the Govs sent the Racmen had lost to the Eagles in the ers into the match for fifth place of
regular season 1-6.
the tournament the following day
In this match, the men fought for against Samford.
a closer finish as the team could not
In the fifth-round match against
manage to win the doubles point the Bulldogs, the men could not
while splitting the six singles pick up the doubles point and failed
matches with Morehead.
to hold off Samford from winning
The match carne down to the No. three out of the four singles match2 singles match between senior es.
Masimba Muskwe and Morehead's
Bahri was able to capture a victoKim Kachel. Masimba dropped the ry in No. I singles over Samford's
first set 6-3. but roared back with Manuel Miletic 6-4, 4-1, after the
the second set 7-5. The third set match retired in the second set.
came down to a tiebreaker between
The Racers finished the season
the two, and Kachel staved off with a 3·4 OVC record and are
Muskwe 7-6.
, looking to rebuild for the coming
Following the loss to Morehead years.
.
State, the men had to come back the
"We are definitely going to be
next day to take on the Austin Peay playing the hard teams next season
Governors. a team they defeated to get us ready," Purcell said. "I am
right before the tournament started. losing three seniors and we are now
The men did not waste any time actively trying to recruit Bjorn
as they swept the doubl~ matche~ Borg's son, along with a few
to win the doubles point and then Swedish players to open some
clinched the match, winning three doors for us. I'm not coaching for
out of the first four singles matches. my wins and losses, bur I'm coachSenior Zak Bahri and Muskwe ing for the OVC season and to
crushed the Governor team of Joao make our team the best in the
Pinho and Marcos Queiroz 8-3 in OVC."
No. J doubles. Freshmen Jeff
Purcell has mentioned playing
Lester and Clayton Clark defeated reams such a;; the University of
Andrew Naidu and Wesleigh Pan- Tennessee, Kentucky and Indiana
cho in No. 2 doubles 8-3.
to prepare his team for the teams
In singles play. Lester and juniors gunning for them when the OVC
Adam Maskill and Chris Morgan Tournament rolls back around.

Freshman Jeff Lester returns a volley in a victory against Eastern Illinois' No. l doubles team
during the season. Lester and the Racers captured sixth place at the OVC Tournament~

Fourth consecutive OVC title
eludes women's tennis team
by

N~than

Clinkenbeard

Sports Editor

After all the postseason accolades given to the
Murray State women's tennis team this spring. there
is just one trophy missing.
This trophy was the one the women wanted the
most.
With a 9-0 Ohio Valley Conference record and the
No. I seed going into the tournament, the women
were defeated by Tennessee-Martin in the semifinals
4-3 Saturday in Nashville.
The loss to the Skyhawks ended the run of three
consecutive conference titles the Racers had going
since 2001 and sent the women to the consolation
match for third place.
Senior Melissa Spencer believes she spoke for the
team when she explained an OVC Championship far
outweighs any postseason honors.
"I think the team as a whole wanted this championship so bad," Spencer said. "You have to give
Ten~essee-Martin a lot of credit though. They came
out firing and played a great game. The individual
awards came from our dominating OVC season and
the loss in the semis was just so heartbreaking for
us."
There was no consolation for Tennessee Tech in
the match for third place as the Racers blanked the
Golden Eagles 4-0 to end the season with an 19-6
mark overall.
In the semifinaJ round against Tennessee-Martin,
the women from both squads fought back and forth
as the Racers and Skyhawks ended the singles por·
tion tied 3-3.
Spencer led off with a victory in No. 1 singles
against Eleanor Sheannan 6-3, 6·2, but junior Jaclyn
Leeper could not keep the momentum going as she
fell to Sari Nortje 6-4, 6-3.
Freshmen and twin sisters Anna and Rachael Lask
took their individual matches while junior Jennifer
Ward and freshman Casady Pruitt fell in their
respective matches.
The match came down to the doubles point where
the Racers had won every doubles match in OVC
play throughout the season.
In No. I doubles, the team of Spencer and Leeper
fell to Ana Balcran and Shearman 8-6, but the Lasks
picked up the slack winning their doubles match
against Katrina Domela and Nortje 9·7.
The final match of the day set the stage for a dramatic semifinal match that went down to the wire as
Pruitt and Ward lost 9-8 (7-5 in the tiebreaker) to the
Tennessee-Martin team of Jeanne De Wet and Gayatri Ramesh.
Head Coach Connie Keasling knew going into the
tournament it was going to be difficult for her team
to leave as champions.
"As a coach along with all the players, we knew it
was going to be very hard to win going in," Keasling
said. "It is one of the toughest positions in sports to
go into a championship tournament as a No. 1 seed.
The upperclassmen knew it was going to be bard, but
our freshmen had not experienced that pressure yet.
All of our players had the chance to learn from this
experience."
Despite the Joss in the semifinals, the women bad

photos by Rashod Taylor/The News

Freshman Casady Pruitt crushes a return foreband in her No. S singles victory earlier in the
2004 season against Eastern lllinois' Constanza Camacho 7-S, 6-3.
one more match left for third place in the tournament
and they made the most of the match, defeating Tennessee Tech.
The Golden Eagles started the match on the wrong
foot as they forfeited the doubles point to the Racers
because they exceeded the time limit to get out on
the court.
From then on the Racers held command and won
the three singles matches played as Ward and the
Lask sisters lost only five games combined out of the
41 total games.
The respect for the women's tennis team carried
over after the tournament as the Racers won both
league honors. Spencer took home her second
straight OVC Player of the Year honor and Keasling
was named the OVC Coach of the Year tOr the fifth
time in her career.
Spencer ended her Murray Stare career tied for
fifth on the all-time career combined wins list with
167 in both singles and doubles matches. She ranks
seventh in both overall singles and doubles victory
lists.
"I have no complaints with my four years of playing tennis here at Murray State," Spencer said. "I
learned more life lessons than anything competing
on this team, especially about how it is all about the
team and not just the individual.
"I couldn't have asked for a better coach and better teammates, and I think that the players coming
back will keep that feeling in their stomachs of how
we lost this year and dominate OVC's next season."

Early turkey fulfills season expectations after successful hunt
It's been quite a
turkey season so
far. Opening morning, last Thursday.
found Dad and 1situated in a little
grove of pine trees
while turkeys gobbled at our every
call just across a
small green field.
. We didn't kill a
bird on that first
setup, but Dad and
I ended up separat·
ing a little later.
I came close to
killing a bird strutting out in a field, but he
stayed just out of range. Dad shot one of the
turkey~ gobbling so hard that morning. It
wus a 2-year-old bird with a I 0-inch beard.

Later that afternoon, I shot a nice bird
pecking in a clover field . He was an old torn
and didn't seem too interested in our calls.
We waited for him to go over a small rise
and crept up on him. He had nice spurs and
a 9-inch beard.
The next afternoon was the real kicker for
'my weekend. I took my girlfriend, Michelle.
to a t~um where I'd seen three gobblers
strutting the week before. Michelle had
turkey hunted for several years without
shooting a bird and was pretty anxious.
Michelle and I were in turkeys the
moment we stepped out of the truck. Three
toms were gobbling at every call we made,
but the hens with them had other plans
besides coming closer to our calls.
Michelle and I chased the birds around the
entire fann and ended up on our bellies in a
cow pasture at the end of the evening,
watching the turkeys from around 70 yards

away. I called at them a little and they'd
gobble. but the hens simply didn't want to
share the gobblers with us.
Michelle and I were on the verge of moving in on the turkeys once again when she
told me to freeze. A lone tom with a thick
beard and hooked spurs had responded to
my calls and walked in silently. Michelle
waited for the old bird to step into an opening before squeezing the trigger.
When she picked the turkey up, it took
both hands, and the bird looked as long as
she was tall. I don't think lever saw a grin
so wide. To say I was proud of her wouldn't
cut it.
The other turkeys we'd been watching
scrambled for the woods after Michelle shot
her bird, so we slipped in behind them and
watched as they flew up into their roost trees
for the night. I knew they'd be there the next
day.

Daybreak the next morning found me sit·
ling under the roost trees, with the gobblers
sounding off at my every call and the hens
clucking and purring. Michelle was hunting
with her Dad on another farm.
When the turkeys flew down, the hens
once again pulled them away from me into
the cow pasture. However, this time there
was a deep creek bordering the pasture.
J slipped into it and was able to get close
enough to the pasture to see the turkeys. I
clucked and purred a few times, until the
gobblers couldn't stand it any longer.
They began to head my way, with the
dominant bird bringing up the rear in full
strut.
I let the two smaller gobblers go on by
and shot the last bird. He didn't have a huge
beard at 9.5 inches, but his spurs were l. 15
inches long, and he was a very large turkey.
I've killed them with bigger beards, but

overall, that turkey was the largest I've ever
shot.
When I got home, I grabbed a cup of coffee and retold the story to my Dad, who'd
decided to sleep in that morning. The telephone soon rang with Michelle on the other
end. She too had shot her second bird that
morning. a 2-year-old with a 9.5 inch beard.
We ate both of my turkeys this weekend,
deep-fried. They were tasty. Michelle's first
bird is in the freezer, and we brought her
second bird back with us. I want to fill up on
them now. It':. a long wait until next April.

Will Brantley is the outdoor rolunmist for
"The Murray State News. "

Around Athletics.·••
Men's Baseball Standings
ovc

Overall

9-3

APSU
EKU

8·4

EIU

8·4

SEMO
jSU

7-5

7·5

22-13
25·6
14·20
17-19
15·20

TIU

7·5

11 · 17

UTM
5·7
Morehead 4-8

12·22
10·22
10.24
7-26

MSU
Samford

4-8
1-11

Men's Baseball Schedule
AJ>Til 24
Samford at F.asiem t.:rntucky, noon
SoutMd:il ~hssoun at Eastern Illinois. I p m.
)Jck..<on~ille St. at Morehead St., I p m.
Murray Su~ at Tenness~ rrch, 1 p.m.
r~nn~e·Milrtin at i\ushn rc.~y, 2 p.m.
AprillS
Samford at Easttm KrntucJ..y, noon
J~ksonvolle St. at \forchud St., noon
Southeast Missouri at Eastern Illinois, I p.m
~11rr1y State at T mneSft' Tf'd1. 1 p.m.
T~M.ntinat AU5tin Pl'ily, 2 p.m

Men's Baseball Schedule
April28
l.omsvill.- at Eastern Ktntucky, 2 p m
T~ Tech 11 App;tlachian St., 2 p.m
!Mmlord at Alabam• A&.\1, 3 p m,
Moreh.E'adSt atKentudr.y,S.JOpm.
Austin Peay at Belmont, 6 p.m.
Eatilt'm llhnois at lllinot$ Sta~. 6 p.m
Murray State 11 Miniuipp~ 6:.30 p.m.

Women's Golf Scheel•

Men's Golf Schedule

Aprll26
Flrst Round
Ohio Vo1Uey Co~ ChampiONhips
Paducah, Ky.

April26
First Round
Ohio Va~y Conferenc1! ChampiQn5hlps
Paducah, Ky.

April 27

Aprll27
Second Round
Ohio Valley Calference Championships
Paducah, Ky.

~Round
Ohio VAlley~

Championships

Paduc.tl, Ky.
April 28

Third Round
Ohio Valley Conlmnce Chluripionsh1ps
Paduah,Ky.

April28
Third Round
Ohio Vallty Coni~ <:Mmplonshlps
hducah. Ky.

Track and rtetd Schedule
April 24

MSU Twilight Invitational
Roy Stewart Stadium
!lam.

..
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Women's rowing team-members
end four-year careers at MSU

Budget cuts
take toll
on track team

by lauren Heins
Staff Writer
The Murray State women's rowing team will lose two dedicated
rowers at the end of the semester.
Seniors Natalie Wendt from Bradford, Tenn., and Elizabeth Skees,
from Lexington, have been a part of
the Murray State rowing team for
four consecutive years. the only two
rowers to do so.
These women have accomplished
a feat that many athletes never
achieve during their collegiate
career.
The NCAA allows student athletes four years of athletic eligibility within a five-year period.
Wendt and Skees have been on
the rowing team since August of
2000, using all their eligibility and
dedicating their time and efforts to
rowing.
Wendt is a pre-med student, with
a double major in chemistry and
biology and maintains a 3.49 GPA.
As the team captain for the crew,
Wendt is always busy with rowing .
Skees is an organizational communications major with a minor in
youth and non-profit leadership.
Skees is an active member of the
non-profit leadership organization,
where she helps out with fund-raisers.
She has been president of the Student Athlete Advisory Council,
helped out with Athletes In Action
and is an active member of the Fellowship of Christian Athletes.
Before coming to Murray State,
Skees had never experienced a sport
Jike rowing.
"I had never done anything as
physically taxing in my life," she
said. "It was exciting to come in as
a freshman and really not know anything about the sport. I learned
something new every day."
Wendt said she knew from the
beginning she would enjoy rowing
at Murray State.
"When I started, my intentions
were to stay with it for four years. I
couldn't see myself quitting."
Wendt said. •·t enjoy competing.
and the' most fun for me is racing

b y Stephanie Zelle r
Contributing Writer
While the track and field teams are preparing for the
Murray State Twilight Meet this weekend, the shadow of
budget cuts may threaten the programs' future.
The Twilight Meet, an open track meet, will be held
from I l a.m. to 5 p.m. this Saturday at the Roy Stewart
Stadium.
Assistant Coach Pablo Sanchez said that I 0 teams are
expected, but only eight have signed on.
After the teams' success at Vanderbilt in the Commodore Classic this past weekend, Sanchez is anticipating that the teams will do well Saturday.
"We're coming off some injuries, but we've had some
season's best records," Sanchez said.
Joan Lenman, senior sprinter, qualified for NCAA
regionals. Wesley Korir, freshman runner, is undefeated
in the collegiate realm in the 5,000-meter run and set a
new record time of 14 minutes 30 seconds.
"I am working on making 14:30 or better for the Twi·
light Meet," Korir said.
Lauren Wilson. sophomore trnck team member, said
she is excited about the Twilight Meet because it is a
"good opportunity" for Murray State students to cheer on
their teams.
''Our Murray State fans rarely get a chance to come out
and support us because we never have home meet.~." Wil·
son said.
After receiving a personal best at Vanderbilt, Wilson is
confident that she will do well at this weekend's meet.
''We're slowly getting to where we need to be,"
Sanchez said. ''This year is a building year for next year
and the team is looking forward to the fall season."
However. some team members are concerned there
may not be a team next year.
.
"I feel like we're in the dark and scholarship money is
at stake," Wilson said.
Athletic Director E. W. Dennison said the department
must cut 12.5 percent from Murray State's sports budget
whereas the rest of the school must cut only 6 percent.
The I 2.5 percent cut from the sports budget amounts to
around $200,000.
He said all the sports will be effected, but there is a
possibility that the track and field teams could be cui.
"We would never cut a sport like basketball," Dennison
said. "The track and field teams have very few scholarshps and (the sport) is less popular nationwide."
Although the future of the track and field teams is
unclear: Wilson says the Twilight Meet will serve as !l
chance for students to support their team members and
prove to the athletic department the sport is more popular than they think.

Janna Tanner/The News

Senior Natalie Wendt (second from right) from Bradford, Tenn., practices inside because of choppy
water and rain at Kentucky Lake. Wendt and fellow senior Elizabeth Skees have been competing on the
rowing team since 2000 and are the only four-year memben of the MSU Rowing team in history. She
practices with teammates (from right) junion Kristin Slater and Elaine Schaad a nd senior Lori Bright
and being able to practice as well as
being out on the water."
Four years of rowing at Murray
State has taught Wendt und Skees a
great deal about themselves. Skees
said rowing has taught her things
not always learned on the water.
"Rowing made me prioritize and
has provided me with discipline,''
Skees said. "I really see how much
time I have on my hands when I'm
not rowing."
Wendt said rowing has taught her
to never give up.
"It'$ taught me a lot about myself.
I learned to push for things I couldn't see." Wendt said. "You kind of
just do the workouts undthe practices and don't necessarily see the
results right then. You learn to trust
in yourself and teammates. lt teach-

es you that you can do a lot more
than your are capable of."
Athletes like Skees and Wendt
have spent their time at Murray
State on Kentucky Lake. practicing
on the ergometers and lifting
weights while attending school and
participating in extracurricular
al.!tivities.
"I just don't have the free time
that u normal college student has."
Wendt said. "If I have an hour to
kill, I have to do something; study
and use every moment."
Head Coach Bill McLean said he
isn't prepared to let these women
go.
''They both have leadership qualities.'' McLean said.
Throughout Skees and Wendt's
rowing careers, they were led by

several different coaches.
"Natalie worked well with me,
where it is often difficult to make a
transition
between
coaches,"
McLean said. "She made it
smoother being involved in the program."
Skees said she never viewed rowing as something extra.
"It was always something that l
did, it was a part of what I was
accomplishing, it was always part of
my schedule," Skees said. ''There
were times I didn't do homework
because of practice, but my teammates brought me through the hard
times and helped me keep it together. I rowed with some of my best
friends."
Skees and Wendt graduate this
summer and December respectively.
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The Murray State News

by Jake Lowary
Assistant Sports Editor
Head Coach Joe Pannunzio and his future squad got
their final chance to gain valuable experience in a game
situation with the annual Blue and Gold game last Saturday at the practice fields behind Roy Stewart Stadium.
The spring practices are designed to teach the team
new fundamentals and plays the Racers will be utilizing
in their attempt to reclaim the conference title won in
2002. The practices culminate in the Blue and Gold
game before the spring session ends.
"For us it is not a Blue and Gold game." Pannunzio
said, "It is a culmination of talent and skills we have
leamed in the spring season."
Pannunzio has emphasized mental toughness and
competition in this year's spring practices and said the
team is on the right track to win the top spot in the Ohio
Valley Conference.

· "We have a new defensive coordinator so we have a
new defense to learn and really it is like learning a new
language," Pannunzio said.
The team has been working more specifically on the
consistency of its offense. Pannunzio said the team has
been watching films of old games and analyzing "stupid" mistakes the team has made.
"1 don't think we have enough big-time playmalcers
on offense," Pannunzio said adding that out of the 40
plays the team watched in one session, 10 had ''stupid"
mistakes such as jumping offsides or missing key
blocks for example.
Pannunzio and his staff tried to fill the voids in the
offense by signing Marshall University transfer Fernando Durden. The 6-foot-3 receiver was brought to Murray State by Pannunzio to possibly gain experience and
talent on both sides of the ball.
"Our kids are much more mentally tough," Pannunzio
said. "We have made some serious strides so far but
there is still a lot of work to do."

Undefeated teams face off
in intramural soccer league
by Julie Reeves
Contributing Writt..•r
Regents College's men's intramural
soccer team showed no mercy as they
played Hart College yesterday.
Alison Epperson, coordinator for
Intramural College Sports, said both
teams have been undefeated.
"Hart and Regents· teams are doing
great," she said.
That changed tuesday night as Han
and Regents Colleges went head-to·
head. leaving Hart with their first loss.
Regents scored two goals over Hart's
one.
"They had a handball in the box and
no one called it." said Hart player
Andrew Cropsey. freshman from MI.
Juliet, Tenn.

However, Matt Whitaker, junior from
Cynthiana, is Han's captain and claims
there was no handball.
"We played well and we got our
goal," be said. "There was no handball
because the officials didn't call it."
Han player Dan Tepe, sophomore
from Fort Thomas, said the officials
were more concerned with who won
rather than the well-being of the players.
"A lot of cheap shots were not called,"
he said.
Tepe said he is dissatisfied with the
refereeing process.
"It seems as if other sports are taken
more seriously," he said. '1'here is no
point for anyone (to be) on the sidelines
when they won't blow the whistle. People can get hurt because of it."
Nevertheless, Regents' captain Matt

TRAINHS
8egin
your new
c areer in Heating Ventilation
and Co o li ng with our ~hott
Term Tr.1ining Program. A llST ATE CAREER A C: AD[M Y.
Call 1-866·568-4869 .

3 SU BLLAS(S AVAilABlE for
summ er at Murray Place.
Phone 753- 10 46 .

HELP WANTED
G fNLRAL NEWS REPO RT(R
w<~nt e u . One o l>ening now.
O ne l <lle r. Exc e lent st.Hting
p ay,
be nefits,
vac.llion~ ,
rt>liremenl. Use of Qudrk lily ·
out e HerHit~l ; writing skills
can be honed . Send r esumt• to
Vyron Mitc hell , General M.ln ·
.tger, The Cadiz Record, P.O .
Box 1670 Ca d iz, KY 422 1 1
fiR£1 1G HTfR S l earn f in· fighti ng sk i lls. G re at p ay,
benef it~ . Mu st reloca te. 17·
34 y ears old h .s. di ploma
Ca ll M · f 800·28 4 -6289 .
l ooking for Pros. In home s,tJe,
or minimum 5 years o f a ny
s.Jit>\ I will not w.t ste your
tim1•, dnn' l waste our~ . All
infornution is given on tht•
phont>
W£' have thr mo~t
unique lead system . Qualifil!d
by a out side propl ert~ry comp;l·
ny. W e k now 60% of tlie time if
the pro<pec t can bu y. You have
the choice o ( two pay programs
plu ~ bo nuse\ and company paid
heahh insurance. II you look ed
olt Cra ftm ati c before, look
aga 1n , o u r whole recruiting,
appointment, and pal proces5
h.H c han11ed Our goa is to run
hl " .tppoontments & make more
money. Call 1-8 77·392 · 4980
(or Jdditional ,.,(ormation .
SAil S $4 5, 000 ba~e + bt>n ·
efll >. Aggres sive inc entive
p .u: kag e. htabli shed te rrito ·
ry. Ho me offi c e a nd tra v el
expensl!s. Ro ute experi enc e
requ i red . G r een goods pre ·
fe rred
(G ary)
877 - 48 9·
2 768 .
g a r y ohortjob .com
wv.w. hortjob .com
STAR SEARCH - singers, b.tnds,
songwriters Addition ior 30+
comp.1nics www.nashvillcmu ·
sidestival.com 615 - 391 · 0066
t4promothol com_._
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MAl.£ COLLEGl STUDENTS
needed for a psychological
study of prison life : $70 per
cl.ty for 1· 2 weeks beginning
May 17th . For further infor·
mation and applications, email : prison - studyOw~u . edu
ATTENTION: RESORT & HOTtl
Manageml!nt Majors ! Intern·
'~h ip~ available in resort activi ties, front office and food scr·
vice Myrtle Beach and Hihon
Hec~d, SC; Orlando, f l. Join us
for a semester or summer gaining hands on experience in
sunny resort locations! Call 1800-8()4-6762
or
email
i nfoo <~mer lea nhospital ity .IC ade·
mr.com or www.americanhos·
p t,JI1tya c ademy . com!
$300/month stipend, furnished
hous1ng, shuttled transportation,
cultural events and sociah, gain
a cultural experience, make
friends from around the world,
gain
AH&la
certification,
rec eive internship credit s.
DRIVER -COVENANT TRANS·
PORI . reams and Solos check
out our new pay plan . Ask
,Jboul our Regional Run~ .
Owner Operators, lxpPrienced
IJrivers, Solos, Team~ and
Gradu.lle Students . Call 1·868MOREPAY (1·688 -6&7-3729).
GR[AT SUMM[R CAMP JOBS!
fielp girls grow strong, makt>
ltfelong friends and kayak in
your free time! Girl Scouts of
Kentu c kiana hiring for Bear
Creek Aquatic Camp (KY Lake)
and Camp Pennyroyal (weMern
KY). Camp counselors, Life·
guards, Boating Staff, llealth
Supervisor, Business Manager.
W.llcrfront Director (WSI), and
Cooks. Excellent benefits, fun
tratlitlons and playful atmos·
phef!•l
Apply
today
at
www ,kyg11lscoutcamps org or
call (888) 771 · 5 170 ext. 2 34

Joi~

the southwoods way
Southwoods is a co -ed resi ·
dential c hildren' s camp i n
the Adirondack Mountains of
N ew York . Southwoods Is
seeking
ENTHUSIASTI C,
[NERGETIC, AND FUN - LOVING individuals to make a
positive impact on a child ' s
life . Positions are avall.1llle

Rowe, sophomore from Calvert City, is
proud of continuing their winning
streak.
"This is the pinnacle of our lives," he
said. "We have never been happier. This
is what college is all about."
Regents player Dave Neuman, from
Evanston, Ind., agreed.
" It was a close game. and both teams
did good,'' he said. "Luckily we came
out on top."
In other divisions, Elizabeth College's
women's soccer team continues to lead
among the residential college's wom·
en's teams. The sorority intramural
games are over, with Alpha Gamma
Delta placing flrst.
Alpha Sigma Phi, Sigma Phi Epsilon
and Lambda Chi Alpha are tied for first
in the fraternity division.

in the areas of; group leading
athletics, outdoor adventure,
c reative and performing arts,
water sports and much morel
Benefits of working at Soothwood) indude ~alary, travel,
room , board, laundry, and
much more! for more information and to complete an
application please ' contact
us :
www.southwoods.com
1·800-449·335 7
COL-A DRIVERS: Minimum 6
Month~ OTR •reams Runs to
West Coast •Late Model Equip·
ment •Great Pay Miles & Benefits . Call Steve MoK Trucking.
Ask for Marci. 1-800·253·5 148,
DRIVERS: OY.ner Operator~ .
Start Immediately! Up to
S. 90/mi.
100% Fuel SurchMge. No forced dispatch,
Home weekends, Older trucks
welcome.
T&T
Deuicatt>d
Carriers, Inc., Louisville, KY
1-B00-511-0082.
DRIVER: $1,000· $1,200 Wf.lK·
l Y. Quarterly bon use~. Short
haul Pay, Layover & Detention
Pay, Comprehensive Benefit
Package. Class-A COL. Required.
Call Smith Transport at 1·8B8·
467-6484 or visit our website at
www.smithtransport.com
Average $1 , 000/wt>ek for 1
year of expt>rience! Plus miles,
hometime,
and
respect.
HEARHAND EXPRESS 1·800·
441 · 4953
www.heartlandex·
press.com . Get paid and
homet1me that you deserve!
DRIVER - $2, 500 Sign-on
bonus + home weelclyl Ask
about our 3cpm pay rahe.
Company driver, 00 or Lease
purchase. Call today! 800.S43 ·B923 . www.boydbros.C_?m
Driver BARR-NUNN TRANS PORT A TION Owner oper<llor,
solo and teams nePded. Up
to $1,500 sign on bonus! Our
owner ops averaged S 12 7, 700
at 97cpm loadea and empty
last year! Call tht> Recru.lting
llotllne at 866-207-5479
Driver • Knight Transportation
- Hey Bluegrass State!!! Come
run w1th Proven winner. A
company 9 out of I 0 drivers
recommend . 888 · 346·4639 .
www .lcnighttrans .com . COL
CICHs·A6/ months OTR .
Driver Trainees needed at
TMCJ 3 week COL training!
Housing & meals lncludt>il!
1· 866-244-3644.

Driver-Company OTR, home
weekly, flatbed tractor - trail er owner operators, small
fleets welcome. Family med ·
ical-pension-minimum salary
guarantee. Call Herald I ·
8B8·922·0184,
ext ,
14 .
www. ken nedyt rue king. corn .
DRIVERS, over the ro.ld, 35
states, flat w/sides, law rnodel
convenrionals. 3 year~ cxperi·
ence. $2,000 sign oo bonu~ .
Start .34 cents - . 38 cents mile+
benefits. Call (800) 444·6648.
lease purchase owner opera tor · ' 02 or ' 03 Volvo, week ly settlements, regional lanes
fuel surcharge 9 cents, 15
months OTR exp. req . 800826·1402. www. cfsi .com.
STAR TRANSPORT . lnexperlenct>d drivers needed. llome
most
weekends,
Pcterbelt,
trucks, shared tuition. Food and
lodging provided . 16 day trdin ·
ing program. 1-800 -455-4682
DRIVER-SIGN ON BONUS,
Earn S50K plus. Home Week·
ly . Assigned Trucks with
PrePass . 425 HP Enganes, NO
NYC. Terminal Elizabethtown,
KY. Experience required. BOO·
441·4271 ext ·ET135 .
DRIVERS: BEST gets Better!
Company up to .45 cents . Teams
to .53 cent~ 010 to . 9.3 cenls
per mile! New Le.1se Purchase
Plan w/SO Downl C.JII 1·800·
CF I -DRIVE, www.didrive.rom
ATTN: FLATBED DRIVER Guaranteed Home/Weekend~ -+ 1
time thru week. Con~ i stent
rreighr thru home. Top pay.
Cla,s A COL 800·246· 6305.
DRIVERS are you tired of getting
lost in the crowd? Tired of the
BULL? Want to be treated rightl
We offer late model equ1prnent.
Pt>rmanently assigned and you
take the truck home. Call 1-877613· 6379 Ext. 286
DRIVERS-Pay incrt>asel Campa·
ny up to 35¢/mile and Owner
Operators
854'/mile.
Home
weekly, dedicated, regionlll &
OTR. No NYC. Ozark Motor
Lines 800-264-2033.

FOR

SALE

fREE
4-ROOM
DIRE'CTV
SYSTEM Including lnstalla ·
lion! free 3-Months IIBO (7
movit>
channels)
w/sub scription. Access 225+ IV

Senior cornerback
Michael Hanley tries
to break a tackle as
his teammates look on
in a drill at the final
practice of the spring
season Wednesday.
The Racer football
team is gearing up for
its opening game
against DJvlsion J-A
opponent Connecticut Huskies. Tbis is
the eighth Division IA opponent in seven
years on the schedule.
janna Tanner/The News

Louisville looms for rowers
By Lauren Heins
Staff Writer
The Murray State women's rowing team is
traveling to Louisville for the fourth annual
Kentucky State Championship, where they
will go up against the University of Louisville
rowing team.
Murray State and U of L are the only
schools in Kentucky that sponsor NCAA Division I rowing.
This weekend's race will be on tbe Ohio
River, near downtown Louisville. This is the
first year for the Kentucky State Championships to be a part of the Kentucky Derby
Festival events.
Last weekend, the Racers traveled to Oak
Ridge, Tenn., for the Southern Intercollegiate
Rowing Association competition. The Racers
did not fair well, rowing their way into last
place out of nine teams.
Junior rower Kristin Slater wants to defeat
Louisville.
"We haven't beat U of L yet," Slater said.
"Every year we are so close to winning."

Channels . Digital quality!
limited offer. Restrictions
apply 1-800· 208: 4617 .
WOLFF
TANNING
BEDS
AFFORDABLE • CONVENIENT
Tan At Homt>, Payments From
S25/month . FREE Color Cata·
log. Call Today 1· 888 · 8395160. www~.~~~ -

The events will begin at 11 a.m. at the University of Louisville's Boathouse on River
Road. Saturday, the Racers and Cardinals will
compete in three 500-meter races in a twoout-of-three format. The races are expected to
last less than two minutes each . The winning
team will be crowned the Kentucky Stnte
Champion.
Slater said the team has been working very
hard on water seat-racing.
"Our starts are getting better," Slater said.
"We have been practicing 500-meter racing on
tbe water and on land. I think we will do really well this weekend."
Head Coach Bill McLean said the lineups
have been revamped. He has mixed the boat
lineups with novice and varsity to create
speed.
"It's a complete shake-up to get our fastest
lineup, the women are adding a lot of speed
and dropping their times each week," McLean
said.
A shuttle will be offered to River Road, and
the regatta can be viewed from the Waterfront
Park Phase U at Towhead Island.

1845) oHt>ring genuine hos·
pitality! Wine and Spirits
available .
www . beaumon·
tinn. com 800·352-3992 .
An Affordable and Beautiful
Weddil)g
Chapel
in
the
Smokey Mountains. Chri~tian
ceremony, pictures, video,
flowers S150. Also providmg
cabins,
formal
wear,
www. weddlngbellslnthesmokies.com Call 1-800·922-2052.

CASH FOR STRUCTURED
S£TTL[MENT/Annuity pay ments . It' s your money! Get
cash now when you need it
most! Oldest/best in the
business . Seulement Pur·
chasers. 1- 877 -Money -Me.

COME HOME TO CHERRY
BLOSSOM Vtli.AGE in Georgetown! Enjoy Beautiful views,
Interstate conven1ence, Champi·
onship Golf and Quaint Restau·
rant dinin~ . Memberships and
homesites anfo 502 -570·9849!

UCASHSS Cash now for struc tured settlements, annuities, and
tnsurance payouts. (800) 794·
7310 J.G. Wentworth .. JG Wt>nt·
worth Means Cash Now For
Structured Seulcm~>nh.

GREAT SPRING SPECI ALS in the
Smokies in Gatlinburg and
Pigeon Forge, TN . Timbt>r Top
offers 300 luxury c"bins &
chalets with increcllble amenities. www.mysmokymol.intain·
cabins. com 1·800·561 · 569 I,

AMERICA'S tiOTTfS T OPPORTUNITY-DOLLAR
STOR[S.
Own your Own Store. Turnkey
(rom
$45 , 900.
DollarServices4 .Com 1· 800· 829· 2915.
A THNTION 1-tOM[OWNERS
Display Homes Wanted for
Vinyl S1ding Replacemt>nt Win·
<lows. No payment~ until 2005 .
Payment$ starting at $89 .00
per month. All credit qu.llifies.
Call 1· 800-251 · 0843 .
ATTENTION HOM I. OWNLRS .
Display tlomes Wanted for
Vinyl Siding Replact'ment Win dows. No Payments until 2005 .
Payments starting at S89 .00
per month. All credit qualifies.
Ca II
1-800-25 1-084 3.

SPRING TRAVEL
P...NAMA Cl TY BfACii: Sand·
piper·Beacon Bedch Re~ort .
I rom S39 1·2 pm or arrive
Su ./Mon.·fREE night. RcstriC·
tions. Pools, river ride, )acuui,
tiki
bar.
(800)
488· 8B28
www .sandpiperbt>acon .
Myrtle Beac h, SC 1-800· 33 17300 Beachsands Inn. Fi"e night
family special S249.00 (Sunday
Thursday)
200
yards
beach/pavilion . Two double
beds , two adult s, two children
www . beachsand~inn . com

Beaumont Inn - Harrodsburg,
Kt>ntucky . Kentucky ' s Oldest
family-Opera ted
Country
Inn A full -service Inn (eire.:~

is $645 for three -weeks of print
journalism training. Include~ a
contmental breakfast and lunch
on class days. Register by June
11 and receive. a $50 discount
off the regular price! PariiCI·
panb can commute or wdl rind
affordable lodging nearby. ro
information and to receive a
packet of m.Herials, cdll the
Kentucky PreH As~oci.1tion :11
(502) 223·8821 or vi\il our web
site at www.kypress.com .

MEDICAL
Absolutely no cost power wheel
chairs, scooters, and hospi tal
beds. Absolutely NO c ost. C.1ll
toll- free 1· 88B·297-4440

CLASSIFIEDS RATES

NOTICE
PLACE YOUR 25 WORD ad
in 64 Kentucky new~papers
with 1 million circulation for
only $225 . Contact this
newspaper or t he Kentucky
Press Association, (502) 223 8821 for all the de.tails.
AMAZING THINGS START
.with career training at Day mar
Collt>ge - Owensboro .
3361
Buckland
Square ,
Owensboro, KY 42301 . 800 ·
955 - 1997,
Dept .
10846,
www .daymarcollege. edu
EARN YOUR DEGREE-6nl1ne
from home. Business, Paralegal, Computers, Networking,
and more. Financial Aid, job
placement assistance and
computers provided . Call free
(866) B58·2121 or www. Tide·
waerTechOnllne.com
ttAVE DREAMS Or BEING A
JOURNAIISTl If you want to
work in the fascindting and ful ·
filling field of pnnt journal1sm,
we can help. The Kentucky
Press Association if offering a
three·week Journalism Boot
Camp, July 12·30, at George·
town College. Graduates rave
about this inten~ive training
program; many are nqw working
as newspaper reporters. llelps
free-lance writers too. The CO$!

PER WORD!

762-4478
ADD YOUR
CLASSIFIED
TO OUR
ONLINE
EDITION
FOR $1!

~

Ain't That Ar
Tattooing & Body Piercing By
Jerry • Ryan • Billy • Jason • James
HOURS:
Monday- Saturday: 1-9 p.m.
Sunday: By Appointment Only

Rent 2 Movies, Get 1 FREE
with MSU 10.

1IIXJ®OJl~IID~ ®IF ID~O®OO$

miD @OO®®~ll IFfM®/&Q

Located inside
Wal-Mart.

806 Chestnut St. - Murray •767-0054

Cl 2003 Blocl<buster Inc

'
«

eRst .. - ~

759-2005

1304 Chestnut St. • Murray
Dixieland Shopping Center
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e s;
rg .. /
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Repeat sports champions flirting with extinction
Look closely,
anyone could have
seen targets as big as
tennis rackets on the
back of every Racer
women's
tennis
player.
Every team was
gunning for the Racers after the women
dominated the beginning of the 21st century with Ohio Valley
Conference
Tournament wins in
200 I , 2002 and
2003.
Senior Melissa
Spencer bad no idea
what it felt like to not be a champion
since she started playing tennis at Murray State as a freshman in 200 I. Since
that year you might as well have called
the women' s tennis team the New York
Yankees of OVC tennis. Always
rebuilding and coming right back at you.

Now for the first time since 2001, the
Racers will enter next year's season not
as the reigning OVC Tournament champions, but as the reigning third-place
team. Saying the words third and place
have definitely left a sour taste in every
player's mouth.
In the '80s the men's tennis team,
under the guidance of Head Coach Bennie Purcell, won every single OVC
Tournament played in the decade. Ten
championships in u row left no one
doubting who the team of the decade
was and gave the Racers a place in OVC
tennis history.
How hard is it to come back the next
year after winning a championship and
win another one?
College basketball hasn't had a repeat
champion since Duke in '91 and '92.
The Yunkees have been the only team in
baseball to win repeat titles, and in the
NFL, the Denver Broncos managed the
feat in '98 and '99.
The toughest accompli$hment in
sports these days is repeating as champi-

ons of any sport, professional or collegiate.
It is hard enough to win one championship, but coming back being a marked
team causes difficulty.

' ' Now for the first time since
2001, the Racers will enter next
year's season not as the reigning
OVC Champions, but as the
reigning third-place team. ' '
Everyone gets fired up to play a
defending champion, and the days of
salary caps. free agency and college
players leaving early only adds to the
problems teams face .
Last weekend in the semifinals of the
women's OVC Tournament, the women
finally met their match in TennesseeMartin.
After going 9-0 in conference play. the
women earned a No. I seed going into

« .......

~

the tournament and were favored by a ll
to take the title and earn a trip to the
NCAAs.
Here were junior Jennifer Ward and
freshman Casady Pruitt battling in u
tiebreaker for the doubles point of the
match.
The last few years, Ward has been the
one to shoulder the load for the women's
tennis team in a deciding match .
, Her first two pressure cookers saw the
Racers take home two OVC champi onships. Of course, this year it' once
again came down to a match in which
Ward played.
The doubles team of Ward and Pruitt
seemed to be on c ruise control as they
took the first five points of the tiebreaker, but things took a dark twist after that
fifth point at Centennial Park in
Nashville.
Only two more points were required
for a fou rth consecutive OVC championship. but the weight of the target and
the three straight OVC Championships
in the bank were too much for the

women to overcome.
Tennessee-Martin came storming back
to win seven points in a row along with
the tiebreaker, the doubles point and the
semifinal match, ending the women' s
amazing three-year run.
In the words of Head Coach Connie
Keasling: "It just wasn't our day."
h might not have been the women's
day, but they will no doubt have other
days as long as Keasling keeps coaching
and bringing in dedicated players like
Spencer.
As a freshman, Spencer was told by
Keasling to lead the team and play No. I
singles. Even though she may be graduating, she will still have a hand in leading the team through what she taught the
underclassmen.
The rest of the team will now be licking their chops to face a different team
with the target and the pressure on their
backs.
T he women want the target back,
along with next year 's OVC Championship.
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FEATURING HAIR CARE
PRODUCTS Bv:
• MATRIX

•

REDK EN

• TIGI

• SEBASTIAN • P AUL M ITCHELL

N~ON ·~&€H

f~..Y.oiiiiii..-~ Tunn iny & Storage Aentul

99

$

WHOLE
BONELESS
PORK LOIN
MOIST & nNDia

•

10% DISCOUNT OFF
WHOLE
FRYING
CHICKEN

CONDENSED SOUP

AU.N~

kiOOII CHICKIH NOOOU (1G.5 1t 10JSOL-)

s.Mcled'larlollto WHO (1110 15.25 oo.

E3

.........,,.,.

Hours

••I

Mon. - 1llurs.
8 a.m. · 10 P.m.
R1. &:-Sa~
8 a.m. · 9 P.m.

TOMArO

Ell

812 Whltnell Drive
Murray

753-3333

Closed SUndiDI

PORK & BEANS

lb.

tanninS!. Packaa!es. swimwear
and lotions with MSU 1.0 .1

China

Bu£fet

ALL YOU CAN EAT BUFFET!
Fresh Buffet, Fresh Dessert, Salad & Ice Cream

.

OPEN DA ILY

·'

Mo~.

BONELESS,
SKINLESS
CHICKEN
WINGS

•

KJtOGIIt

Individually Qukk frozen

-Thurs. 10:30 a.m. - 10:30 p .m.
Fn . & SaL 10:30 a.m. - 11:00 p.m.
Sun. 10:30 a.m. - 10:00 p.m.

600 N . 12th St.
(Next to Radio Shack)
P----Central Shopping Center of M urray 1 10% OFF With MSU
(270) 753·8916
I Student 10 EVERY DAY/

~~accept~ &VJSa

ISO&.D " ' • Aa ....,

OSCAR MAYI!R
LUNCHMEAT

SHRIDDED..,.. BAR CHilli

Selected VwieiiM
(6 to 16 OS. pkg.)

CLASSIC SINGLES

..... ¥lrilfiM 111001111& fllll.l

ii 33OFF
0/0

. .. . . . . IUTAU

----

;3:'5

$199

II

..

unique Mexican Food · Deli sandwiches
cajun Specials • salads · soups · BBQ
M.ULTIGRAIN
SANDWICH BREAD

POST
CEREALS

KROGER

Selecad Varietlee

(24 OL loaf)

(12 to 20 OZ. box)

MINUTE MAID
ORANGE JUICE
PREMIUM

(16 OZ. jUQ)

Prtmlum, Su~N"me. Selecl -«·
SpiCi8l ROMI (34 Slo 38 Ga. can)

.3 . $5 .2 . $6 .$2~

.gg~
LUVS
MEGA PACK

GERBER1"1i00DS
2PACK

BIG K
24PACK

DIAPIU

(2A lo 2.S ... Mle)

JOnDU«J
(l2-.-)

.

KROGER
COFFEE

(461o60d.)

5 BOX VALUE PACK
MACARONI & CHEESE
Kurr

(5 PIIDIJ7.U os. box)

.5 .~10
101111-

Ell

BOLOGNA

.._,, . ....

lolodoci""VIIolooloi(U.., Ifllo9.l-

,JUM80 FRANKS
~

..9
. ....9,2-:

S=·D SAUSAQ.

li

10.tti0Jrcft'!!I.I,'!.,ASH
IRISH SPRING 8 BAR

ALWAYS
ULTRA
71
131

,.

4
• -

TAIIPAX TAMPONS

KROGER

COTTAGI CHEESE,

YOGURT

IOUII CRUll• DIPI

w.ct.dV...W.

K100Dhlec1edv.rt.tiu

KROGER DELUXE
ICE CREAM

Orlginll. Then -ot· l_.iln Style
IWiry Clllll (13.721o f1 OL pllg.)

~

-caol$999
_..
Ylloot,_..__

TONY'S
PIZZA

WRIGHT
SLICED
BACON

THIS AO

EFFECTIVE APR.

MURRAY, KY

124

...
••

~ Open Mon. - sat 11 a.m. - 12 a.m.

J

.3:7
BONELESS
TOP SIRLOIN
STEAK
USDA CHOICI

a 'A 98
... 111111 ..

~2,JJ~61!..1f111 P22
. . ., $9 ...... _3~~1 2_..,•A ''~Ji"gg
II ,_
i l ,_
II ,_ il ,_ If II If ....
40

-ot· Frozen ..,., -ot· _ _ ,
(1/2 ~lion ctn.)

~ Special Price Lunch Menu!

LONDON BROIL
STEAK
USDA CHOICI

•II '248..

WI DoRII .......... "CCIIII OW CIIIIIM

EIIERVD.AVI

1Oth & Arcadra ·759-8866

